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then I.e Moyne, resuming his old habit
of wearying himself Into sletet, would
wulk out Into the country. Ou one
such night he had overtaken Joe,
tramping along with Ids head down.
Joe had not wanted his company
had plainly sulked,
lint I.u Moyne
had persisted.
"I'll not talk," he said ; "but since
we're going tbe same way, we might
as well walk together."
Hut after u time Joe talked, after
all. It was not much nt first a fever
ish complaint about the heat, and that
If there was trouble In Mexico he
thought he'd go.
"Wait until fall, if you're thinking
of It," K. advised. "This Is tepid compared with whut you'll get Sown
there."
"I've got to get nway from here,
K. nodded understanding!'.
Since
the scene at the White Springs hotel
notu Knew tlmt no explanation wus
necessary.
Kor almost twenty minutes they
trumped on without speech.
They
had made a circle, and the lights of
the city were close again. K. stopped
and put u kindly hand on Joe's shoul
der.
"A man's got to stand up under a
tiling like this, you know. I mean, It
mustn't be n knockout.
Keeping
busy is n darned good method."
Joe shook himself free, hut without
resentment.
"I'll tell you what's eating me up,'
ho exploded. "It's Max Wilson. Don't
talk to me about her going to the
hospital to he useful. She's crazy
about him, and he's crooked us a dog's

YA to come over after dinner.
With
Ihe sunset Anna seemed better.
She
Insisted ou coming downstulrs, and
even sat with them on the balcony un
til the stars came out, talking

Christine's trousseau, and, rather fret
fully, of whut she would do without
the purlors.
"You shall have your own boudoir
upstairs," said Sidney valiantly. "Katie cun carry your tray up there. We
are going to make the sewing room
into your private sitting room, and
shall nail the machine top down
Tills pleased her. When K. insisted
on carrying her upstairs, she went
a flutter.
"He is so strong, Sidney ' she sold
when he hud placed lier on her bed,
How can a clerk, bending over a led
ger, be so muscular?
When I have
callers, will It he all right for Kutie
to show them upstairs?"
She dropped asleep before the doctor came; and when, at something
after eight, the door of the Wilson
house slummed and u figure crossed
the street, it was not Ed ut ull but
the surgeon.
Sidney had been talking rather more
frankly than usual, Lately there had
been a reserve about her. K., listen
ing Intently that night, read between
words u story of small persecutions
und jealousies. But the girl minimized
them, after her way.
"It's always hard for probationers,
she said. "I often think Miss Hurrl
son is trying my mettle."
"Harrison !"
"C'urlottn Harrison. And now that
Miss Gregg has said she will accept
me, it s really ull over. The other
nurses are wonderful so kind and so
helpful. I hope I shall look well in
my cup."
Curlotta Hurrlson was In Sidney
A thousand contingencies
hospital
flashed through his mind. Sidney might
grow to like her und bring her to the
house.
Sidney might Insist on the
thing she ulwuys spoke of that he
visit the hospital; and he would meet
her, fuce to face. He could have depended on a man to keep his secret,
This girl with her somber eyes and
her threat to pay him out for what
had happened to her she meant dan
ger of u sort that no man could fight,
"Soon," said Sidney, through the
warm darkness, "I shall have a cap,
and be always forgetting It and put
ting my hut on over It the Dew ones
always do."
It was then that the door across the
street closed.
Sidney did not hear
It, but K. bent forward. There was a
part of ills brain always automatically
on watch.
"I shall get my operating-rootraining, too," she went on. "That Is
the real romance of the hospital. There
was a lot of excitement today. Dr,
Max Wilson did the Edwardes opera
tion."
The figure across the Street was
lighting u cigarette.
Perhaps, ufter
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WHAT HE HAS MISSED.

COST OF ROADS AND BRIDGES
Construction Expenditure
Have
creased Nearly Fourfold In the
Past Twelve Year.

Mr. Hlnks I met a woman today
that I thought a good deal of once.
Mrs. Iilnks Oh, you did?
"Yes. I used to do my very best to
pleuso her."
"Humph 1"
"I did everything I could to win her
uffectlon."
"My goodness I'
"And at last I flattered myself that
1 succeeded."
"Whu "
"She granted all that I asked, and
by so doing made me the happiest
man alive."

In-

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Expenditures for the construction of
roads and bridges in tbe United States
have increased nearly fourfold in the
past twelve years, while a greater and
greater proportion of the amounts expended have come to be paid out under state supervision.
At tbe same
time there has been a marked decrease
in tbe proportion of contributions to
road building in the form of statute
labor. These facts are brought out by
statistics recently compiled by the office of Public Roads and Engineering
of the United States department of agriculture.
The total length of public roads In,
the United States outside tbe limits of
Incorporated towns and cities was
about 2,452,000 miles on January 1,
1910. Of this, about 277,000 miles, or
11.3 per cent, were Improved with some
form of surfacing. Tbe mileage of surfaced roads has been Increasing at the
rate of about 10,000 miles a year, and
f
in 1915 approximately
of this
Increase was made under the supervision of state highway departments. In
addition these departments supervised
the maintenance of nearly 62,000 miles
of main and trunk-lin- e
roads.
The Increase in expenditures for
road and bridge work in the United
States has been from approximately
,000,000 per year in 1904 to about
$282,000,000 in 1015, an increase of
more than 250 per cent, The expenditure of state funds during this same
period Increased from about $2,500,000
to more than $53,000,000. In addition,
more than $27,000,000 of local funds
was spent under state supervision In
1915, bringing the total road and
bridge expenditures managed by the
states to $80,514,099. This amount Is
greater than the total expenditures for
roads and bridges from all sources in
(Prepared

dazed. Also, certain sophistries of his
former world about n cheap chauffeur
being costly in tin end rose In his
mind and were carefully suppressed.
"You'll find a car it great comfort,
I'm sure," he said politely.
Christine considered K. rattier distinguished. She liked his graying hair
and steady eyes, and Insisted on conSYNOPSIS.
"Merciful"
sidering his shahlilness u pose. She
was conscious that she made a pretty
"I asktd her to come up to the
A strange n ml charming young
houso with me today, but she had
picture Jn the French window, and
mini, K. I.u Moyne, becomes a
some shopping to do and cannot get
preened herself like u bright bird.
roomer lit the l'ugu home,
"You'll coiuu out with us now and
here until supper time."
her
where
mother,
Kidney,
"Mr. Kinks, I am going home to my
then, I hope."
Ainui, and her old maid aunt,
"Thank you."
mother."
Harriet, u dressmaker, preside.
I never take excursions Into
"Isn't It odd to think tlmt we ore
"She Isn't at home, my dear. It was the"No;
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realms of fancy. I deal with known
he
one
me
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to
met.
I
mother
that
going
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gave
your
practically
Max
young surgeon, Dr.
quantities, end leuve the unknown for
"Odd, hut very pleasant."
you."
the dreamers."
Wilson, Sidney noes to the hosHe
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of
Hash
the
caught
pital ns n probationary nurse.
"Evidently you never courted a girl,
was
and
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smiled
hack.
smile,
Circumstances Alter Case.
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to
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take
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glad
I
case,
cannot
Old
take your
ionable modiste, and opens a
Lawyer
glad that K. lived there. This thing
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So They Do.
shop downtown. Christine
of
of
all
end
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things
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against you it would be almost ImposTo err may be human.
and rainier Howe are to
hind
woman
A
was
should
married
absurd.
leg."
And to sidestep divine.
sible for me to prove your innocence.
be married soon anil they are
have man friends; they kept her up.
But woman, lovely woman.
"Perhaps. Tin t It's ulwuys up to the
lie rooms at the
Prospective Client But, my dear sir,
Colli); to
Backs oft a car each time.
would
know
him
She
to
take
the
lou
that."
Country girl,
am not innocent; I'm guilty.
Paces'. Sidney Is loved by "K.,"
club.
The women would be mud to
lie felt Immeasurably old beside
Old Lawyer Oh, that's another mat
by .loo M'unimond. a
Daughter of Mother Goose.
know him.
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his prollle Joe's boyish
old
and
ter. I think I cun clear you without
blustering
beau, and by Ir. Max, who
"Where are you going, my pretty
was !
rather helpless.
her. At the hospital she
any trouble.
mnld?"
"I'm watching hitn. Some of these
begins to see the under tilde, of
"I'm going to Europe, sir," she said.
CHAPTER IX.
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Hie world.
t
Favorites.
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in
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"They
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ery.
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There
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were seen to be covered Willi sleepers seemed to be mischief In the very air.
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swered.
Has Her Hands Full.
Children dozed precariously on tin
"Mrs. Dubwulte must be a busy
Harriet's business Instinct hud been
edge of eternity; men and women
WISE YOUTH.
woman."
She had taken expensive
sprawled in the grotesque, postures of good.
CHAPTER VIII Continued.
"No doubt."
rooms In a good location, und fursleep.
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There was a sort of feverish irrita nished i hem with the assistance of a
"Yes."
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at
thrilling thing,
Incongruous, hut refined
pret
squarely.
tlents avoid her. and It was some time
labor was from $20,000,000 In 1904,
puise.
they say "
I It.
liefore I tint
The next day she ty and you're young. Some of them und rather impressive.
Why did pa call Mr. Jones a
the total road expenditures were
when
on
what
mean
"Depends
you
ns
voice
Her
died away
her eyes chump?"
by pub
told me that the man was going to will try to take It out of you. That's hu
to about $15,000,000 In
$80,000,000,
lire.
lic
followed
in
K.'s.
There
were
man na'.v:'.'. Has anyone tried It yet?"
other changes In the
Max, cigarette
hand,
'Cuuse he's smullor'n pa."
marry someone else. 'He wouldn't
1915 when the total expenditures had
"Yes?"
was coining across, under the ailan-thuStreet.
The
I.orenz
house
was
looked
distressed.
Sidney
being
of
marry ine,
course,' she said; "but
"Traffic policemen owe their succesr grown to $282,000,000. This was a retree. He hesitated on the pave
'positively, no. It's been hot, and painted fur Christine's wedding. Jnhn- lie might have' told nie.' "
Road to Wealth.
to the fact that they pay no duction from 25 per cent of the total
primnrlly
Itosenfeld, not prrlmps of the ment, his eyes searching the shadowy
Let us then be up and doing,
I,o Mo.vne did his best, that after of coiirsi It's troublesome to tell nie
In the former year to less than 5 per
attention to whut the public is
I I think they're ull Street itself, btit certainly pertaining balcony.
Every salesman has his goal;
noon in l lie little parlor, to provide everything.
cent of the total in 1915.
to
been chewing-U- se
the
was
fo
Drop
it,
drive
rag
kind."
you've
Palmer
learning
very
u
Sidiley wllh
An increase In the use of better and
philosophy to carry her
your voice to peddle coal.
new
in mingled agony and
Howe's
a square, competent
out
reached
car,
lie
more expensive types of roads also Is
through her training, lie told her that
His Observation.
He
bliss.
wulked
over
the
not
and
it
hers.
hand,
along
do
Street,
think
put
"K."
fears
you
certain responsibilities were hers, hut
Why
"Do you believe that suffering and shown by the recently compiled staQuite the Contrary.
We miss you in the Street," he "right foot, left foot," but "brake foot,
Carlotta Harrison, and why does
that she could not reform the world,
"Do you find health and happiness severe trials tend to purify one's char tistics. This development has been due
to
clutch
und
took
ull
of
off
sort
foot,"
said.
dead
"It's
there
since
he
Dr.
Max
shrink
from
calling
llrond charity, tenderness ami healing
meeting
In large part, to the great Increase In
on the golf links?"
acter?" asked the fair maid.
the vintage of passing cars.
you left,"
Wilson?
Has he done them
were her province.
automobile traffic. It is estimated that
Not ulways. You'd be surprised to
the
bache
'Certainly,"
replied
fussy
would
he
with
1910,"
He
out
say,
went
down
a
and
the
contempt
corridor.
wrong?
"Help them all you can," he finished
now how many golfers I meet who lor. "I've heard of a number of cases there are now approximately two and
In his voice.
feeling inadequate and hopelessly ill- lie had known Sidney all his life.
have nasty tempers und diseased liv where men have been reformed by mar a half million automobiles In use on
K.
had
to
Anna's
yielded
Insistence,
(luetic. "Cure them; send them out During the lonely times when Max
the roads of the country, or one car
ers.
riage."
(TO UK I.UNT1NUKU)
with a smile; und leave the rest to was at college and In Europe he had and was boarding as well as rooming
for every mile of road. This present
nt
the
house.
The
Page
watched her grow from a child to a
Street, rather
the Almighty."
motor traffic is in excess of traffic of
The Difference.
Danger in Delay.
snobbish to its occasional floating pop- BASED ON AMERICAN DOLLAR
all sorts 12 years ago.
Sidney was resigned, hut not con young girl, lie did not suspect for
Miss
Automobllist
Gotrox
I'm
acci
after
dear,
George,
(recovering
was
accepting und liking him.
tent. .Newly facing the evil of the a moment Hint In that secret heart of ulation,
The cash road and bridge expendiour
fraid
Seventy-fivto
will
be
have
dent)
Idea
wedding
dollars,
of
Gold
doctor,
him
of
It
found
Standardizing
tender, infinitely human.
Coinage
tures of the United States averaged
world, she was a rampant reformer at hers he sat newly enthroned, In
seems rather high.
postponed.
Is
the
Be
World
to
Conceded
nice. Only the arrival of Christine glow of white light, as Max's brother;
Mr.
Doctor Emdee Oh! I don't know. only $28 per mile of rural roads In
Asdupp
Impossible, darling.
Perfectly Feasible.
und her limn- saved his philosophy that the mere thought that he lived
You paid the garage people $470 to 1904. In 1915 this average bad grown
I'm
afraid
creditors
wou't
for
my
stand
from complete rout. He had time for n Max's house (It was, of course, Max's
to $109 per. mile. New Jersey led all
With very slight changes the gold it.
repair your automobile.
u question between the ring of the house to her), sat at Max's breakfast
other states both in 1904 and In 1915,
coinage of all lmportunt countries
hell anil Katie's deliberate progress able, could see him whenever he
with $221 and $475 per mile respectiveFULL
Hurt.
could
EXPLANATION.
he standardized In equivalents
Nobody
wished, made the touch of his hand on
from the kitchen to the front door.
ly. Nevada made the least expendiI heur you drew a gun in
of the English sovereign and the Ameri
Helny
ami
a
u
hers
benediction
caress.
"How about the surgeon, young
ture In both years $3.72 per mile in
can $5 gold piece, and fractions and Blank's saloon Inst night. Whut was
( ariotta
Do you ever see him?" His tone
1904 and $17 per mile in 1915.
Harrison, duck from her
le trouble?
thereof
he
and
could
multiples
they
was carefully casual.
vacation, reported for duty and was
Omar Oh, there was no trouble nt
stamped with their dollar value as
"Almost every day. He stops nt the assigned to K wari' which was Sid
well us with their national currency all I merely drew It at a raffle.
GOOD ROADS AND FARM AUTOS
door of the ward and speaks to me. ney's. Site gave Sidney a curt little
value. All gold coins under such an
It makes me quite distinguished, for u lod, and proceeded to change the en
Of
Course.
arrangement could and should be made
Where .Better Highway Spirit Has
c
Is your wife us fond of
probationer.
Usually, you know, the ire routine with the thoroughness of
legal tender In all the countries Joining ns
Brought Results, Greater Farm
Central American revolutionary
stuff never even see the probationers."
ever?"
the new monetary lengue. This plan
Prosperity I In Evidence.
"And the glamour persists?"
she'd
the
He president.
Why,
wasn't
Sidney, who had yet to
say
presents no dimcultles. It has been too full of such stuff Ifpnrlor
earn that with some people uuthorlty
smiled down at her.
she
to
had
In force In Canada for half a century.
an only assert Itself by change,
"I think lie Is very wonderful," said
In Georgia, as elsewhere, wherever
The dominion government can declare stand outside and look In the window."
ound herself confused, at sen, half
there Is a county with a good roads
Sidney valiantly.
the gold coin of any other country legal
record ; where the good roads spirit has
Christine l.orenz, while not large, resentful. Slie got the worst
What He Wanted.
tender nt their bullion value as comseemed to till the little room. Her f the day, or none. Small humilia- Customer Have you an artistic ci
brought permanent results in a thor
with
the
American
dollar
gold
pared
lons were hers : bile meals, disagree- voice, which was frequent and peneoughgoing, working system for the
and the English sovereign. It would be gar?
maintenance of a county's roadways,
Dealer What do you menn?
trating, her smile, which was wide and able duties, endless and often unnecstill simpler with all gold coins based
nhowed very white teeth that were a essary tasks. Ignorant of the cause
Customer One that draws well.
greater farm prosperity Is In evidence,
on the American dollar and multiples
tritle large for beauty, her
and the automobile and the auto truck
of her persecution, she went steadily
thereof.
are In demand. And under such conlug g I nature, dominated the entire on her way.
Impertinent Query.
Italian lire, Spanish pesetas
Fruncs,
And she wns gaining every day. Her
ditions there will be an Increasing delower lloor. K., who had met her be
Hazel Charlie Freshleigh actually
and Austriun crowns are close to five
mand for them.
fore, retired Into silence and a corner. mind was forming. She was learning
to the American dollar and 25 to the tried to kiss me last night
A prosperous Georgia farmer said
I How did It
Aimee
Indeed
lining Howe smoked a cigarette in to think for herself. On the whole,
happen
Russian rubles are
pound sterling.
the hall.
the w'orld was good, she found. And,
recently that, working on the line of
worth a fraction more than half a dol that he had to try?
"Wot wuz de matter wid you an yer greater farm efficiency, progressive
"You poor thing:" said Christine, of all the good things in It, the best
lar. The German mark Is about equal
pa last night?"
farmers are extending their farming
und put lier cheek against Sidney's. was service. True there were hot
Another of Woman's Rights.
to an English shilling, so it would be
"How are Smith and his suffragette
"Why, you're positively thin: rainier days and restless nights, weary feet,
"Why, I ast Mm how ter spell hip- operations so as to Include every help
a quarter dollar. The Dutch florin is
gives you a mouth to tir of It all; and now and then a heartache. There
popotamus, an' he thought hard for that science and invention can afford,
about 40 cents, which could be easily wife getting along?"
was Miss Harrison, too. I!ut to offset
out i sain
"Not at all. She insists on reading a minute an' then got mad an' licked no matter what tbe cost Atlanta
as two franci, and the Danish
adjusted
"I take Hint hack," Palmer spoke In- these there wus the sound of Doctor
me fer botherin' 'Im.H
krone Is only a cent more than a quar- the sporting page before he does."
dolently from the corridor. "There Is Max's step In the corridor, and his
ter of a dollar. The give and take of
Million for Arkansas Road.
the look of willing martyrdom in her smiling nod from the door; there wus
Due
Credit.
Giving
readjustment would be within less than
Preparedness.
.
face."
Road work projected In Arkansai
a "tiod bless you" now and then for
XT .
"1 presume Mr. Grabcoin, the emi5
cent
current
of
values
Knew
per
Him."
"She's
About
expressed
would
a
make
i
uuuspur
Crazy
Howe n a
from October 1, 1015, to October 1,
man, thin, the comfort she gave; there were
e
in gold and It would create no confu- nent capitalist, poses as a
good race for sheriff."
miKMitli shaven,
well wonderful nights on the roof under And In return he found that this sion
1916, was 1,330 miles In length, at an
aggressively
"Got elected, didn't he?"
to make man?"
among
ignorant
persons
acdressed. This Sunday afternoon, in the stars, until K.'g little watch seemingly empty eddy Into which he the
"Well, no. Mr. Grabcoin frankly ad"Yes. When his friends called on estimated cost of $5,606,753.87,
changes.
necessary
a cutaway coat and high hat, with an wurned her to bed.
mits that some of bis biggest deals him at the beginning of tbe
cording to announcement by W. B
hnd drifted was teeming with life. He
campaign Owen, state highway commissioner.
English malucca stick, he was Just a
could not have been put through with- he took out his checkbook and
busied himself with small things, and
California Tungsten.
asked :
little out of the picture. The Street
K. was having his own troubles In found his outlook gradually
out the aid of bis lawyers."
less
how
in
much
will
Tungsten
deposits
California,
'Boy,
you needr"
mid he was "wild," anil that to get those days. Late at night, when Anna tinged with despair. When he found which were discovered In 1913, but
Conserve the Straw.
Into the Country club set Christine and Harriet had retired, he sat on himself inclined to rail, he organized remained
If anyone
Don't burn the straw.
Second
Crop.
unknown
until
practically
Hopeless Case.
was losing more than she was gaining. the balcony and thought of many a baseball club, and sent down to
tell yon that Hessian fly harbor In
Biggs Death Is a sure cure for lySo
last spring, have recently yielded conPhysician
you are a poet, eh?
Christine had stepped out on the bal- things. Anna Page was not welt. He everlasting defeat the Llnburg's, con- siderable
the straw tell him that It Isn't so.
Patient Yes. My father was a poet, Tbe
quantities of this mineral ing.
cony, and was speaking to K. just
had noticed that her lips were rather sisting of cashboys from Linden & under the stimulus of an Increased
fly remains dormant In the first
DIggs Not always. I've known It as was my grandfather also.
Joint of the stalk and even burning
blue, and had called iu Doctor Ed. It Hofburg's department store.
A representative of the Unit- to break out again on a man's
I
demand.
Indeed
Then the disPhysician
"It's rather a queer way to live, of was valvular heart disease. Anna
the stubble doesn't get them all.
He made no further attempt to ed States geological survey, who has
ease Is evidently hereditary.
course," rhe said. "But Palmer is a pau- was not to be told, or Sidney. It was avoid Max Wilson.
Some day they visited the place, finds that the ore
We
are going to take Harriet's ruling.
per, practically.
Improve Land Values.
would meet face to face. He hoped, bodies have some remarkable characThe Real Trouble.
Easily Explained.
our meals at home for a while. You see,
Tbe sooner a bad road Is put out
"Sidney can't help any," said Har when It happened, they two might be teristics. This spring a tungsten comuseless to worry," remarked
"If
Her
I
wonder
I said to
a
why
girl
certain things that we want we can't riet, "and for heaven's sake let her alone; that was fill. Even had he not pany
work. Trails and roads the
passenger. "A man be of age when she' eighteen, while of existence, that much sooner will
have If we take a bouse a car, for In- have her chance. Aruia may live for been bound by his promise to Sidney, were began a mill was
erected and should be satisfied with what he has." a man doesn't reach hi majority until a' wholly unnecessary expense be cut
built,
stance. We'll need one for running years. Tou know her as well as I flight would have been foolish. The electric
off. Not only that, but land values
"Oh, I'm satisfied with what I have, he Is twenty-on- e
1
brought In, and since
out to tbe Country club to dinner. do. If you tell her anything at all, world was a small place, and, one way 300 tons power
will begin to Improve.
of ore have been crushed all right," replied the man with the
Him
because
If
Perhaps
rirls
And we're getting tbe Rosenfeld boy she'll have Sidney here, waiting on and
another, be had known many daily. The ore bodies. It Is found by crimson beak across the aisle. "It's born In 1895 are celebrating taa
eightto drive It. lie's crazy about machin- ber hand and foot"
Criminal Waste.
Wherever he went, there the geological survey, are very un- what I haven't that causes most of eenth
people.
anniversary of their blrtk this
ery, and bell come for practically coth-ingAnd Le Moyne, fearful of urging too would be ibe same chance. The meet- usual in their formation. Tbe
It Is a criminal waste to let a road
my dissatisfaction."
general
year.
which cost a large sum of money to
much because bis own heart wa cry- ing took place early In September,
rock Is granite, among wblcb
K. had never known a married ing out to have the girl back, assented. and under better circumstances than country
build go to destruction for want of
are scattered deposits of limestone
Work.
Didnt
Such
Rowdyism)
couple to take two rooms and go to
Then, K. was anxious about Joe. he could have hoped for.
Dobhs Why don't you give your
which became mineralized at the Urn
"Another outrage perpetrated y girl maintenance.
the bride' mother's for meal in order Tbe boy did not seem to get over tbe
Sidney had come home for her week when the granite cooled from it mol- wife an allowance?
hazers."
to keep a car. He looked faintly thing the way he should. Now and ly visit, and sent Katie to ask Doctor ten condition,
Los Angeles baa an area of 837
Bobhs I did once, and she spent It
"Sophomore put Cayenne pepper In
tquare miles.
efcre I could borrow It back.
freshmen fudge,"

Little Sidney Page Makes
the Acquaintance of a
"Bad" Woman and Finds
That She Is Human.
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LEAVES AND BROWNIES.
"There were dozens nnd dozens of
red apples lying on the ground," siild
Daddy, "the other evening. It hud happened this way.
"The Brownies,' whispered the
Bed Apples to their friends the
Leaves, 'love to have an apple feust
when It is cold and the autumn line
come.
So won't you hlow and whisper It to the Wind so thut the message can go to the Brownies?'
"'But If we blow,' suid the little
Leaves, 'there will he none of us left.
It Is time to go anyway, and we were
Just hanging on Just hanging on.'
They shivered miserably.
"'But,' snld Mr. Wind, who was listening, 'you must not feel budly if you
are blown off the tree. I will tell you
what T will do. I will cull out ull my
grandchldren.'
"'Who are your grandchldren 7
asked the Leaves, becoming Interested.
" 'They are nil the Breezes the little Breezes, you kmw.'
" 'So they nre your grandchildren,
ore they?' asked the Leaves again.
'We'd love to piny with them. If we
can have' a merry chase und race
then, oh then, we don't mind If we
are blown off the tree.'
" 'And you will tell the Brownies
obout us?' asked the Ited Apples. 'For
you know thut you blew about so, we
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JOHN THE BAPTIST AND JESUS.
LESSON TEXT John 1:19-GOLDEN TEXT Behold, the lamb ot
God that taketh away the tin of th
world. John 1:29.

John begun his public ministry in the
summer of A. D. 20 und the baptism of
Jesus probubly took place In Junutiry,
A. D. 27. The delegation frgm Jerusa
lem to Interview John must hnve appeared along towurd the lutter part of
February.
I. John the Witness
(vv.
John's ministry created great excite
ment. Tlie people were in expectancy.
All classes were reasoning as to who
this strunge but murvclously forceful
mun might be. Some thought perliups
he was the Christ (Luke 3:1.1). To
settle this question a committee was
to Investigate.
sent to Jerusalem
Muluclit, the prophet, has suggested the
coming of Klijah (Mul. 4:5) before the
Messiah should come, und another
prophecy indicated that the prophet
should be like unto Moses (Deut.
18:10-1S)- .
John freely confesses to
this delegation that he Is not tin
Christ nor Elijah nor the prophet preHow foolish and
dicted by Moses.
silly nre those modern ones who profess to be the messenger of the
or some other funciful title, Indicating tlie return of the witness
which is to precede the coming of
Christ. John exercises humility in the
wuy he states his real position though
he does npply to himself the prophecy
of Isaiah (Isa. 40:3 .1) which sets forth
what ills mission wits to be. A voice
cnn be hcitrd but not seen. With our
bodily eyes we never see a spirit. No
mun ever saw the soul of his nenrest
friend. We do see God, however, In
his works, In his marvelous dellver-unce- s
and his guidance of the world
and his answers to prayer. Wo can
ulso see him in the only begotten Son
who has made him to be seen. Whoever sees Jesus us he was and Is bos
seen God. Truly blessed nre the "pure
in heurt for they shnll see God."
II. John the Baptizer (vv.
As John hud denied that he was the
s
Christ or Elijuh, the priests nnd
mnde bold to question his authorand
ity ut a luter time (Mutt
still luter the authority of the apostles and the priests (Acts 5:28). John
answers them with another display of
his humility. His baptism in water
was nothing to tlie buptlsm of the
coming one (See Mutt 3:11 ; Acts 1 :5).
Though Christ was In their midst, they
were blind and did not recognize him.
(See vv. 10, 11; ch. 8:19; 10:3).
John's baptism of repentance denotes
a buptlsm which a penitent submitted
to that- - he might receive the pledge
and assurance that his sins were forgiven.
Baptism meant tlie cleansing
of the people from past sins that they
might be fitted for entrance into the
kingdom. Baptism is not conversion.
It is u witnessing nnd a symbol of a
spiritual truth that we ore dead unto
sin, und hnve risen to newness of life
Like John, our voice
(Rom. 6:3-5must be not only that of humility but
it must be really a voice with a message from God, one that sounds an unmistakable note, one that cun bo heard
wherever we go, one that will make
men happier, stronger, braver, more
like God, to prepare the way for Christ
In the hearts of men.
III. The Witness of the Spirit (vv.
The writer Is very explicit,
stating the exact time thnt these things
occurred, for he wutfan eye witness.
John first testifies thut Jesus was the
Lamb of God, referring of course to
tlie sacrificial lamb, the atoning sacri;
fice of the Old Testament (Gen. 22
Ex. 12:3; Isa. 53:7). As the Lamb of
God, Jesus would take awtiy the sins
of the world; thus the thought Is primarily that of atonement, a substitution of another and the deliverance
from the guilt of sin. The next dny
after John's witness to the delegation
from Jerusalem, he saw Jesus coming
unto him, and said to the assembled
people, "Behold the Lamb of God."
This refers not so much to his character, that of Innocence, meekness and
patience, as to his office, his completed
work of atonement by the sacrificial
death wherein he takes away the sins
of the world. On the ground of the
for sin which Jesus
propitiation
wrought (I John 2:2; Matt. 20:28; II
Cor. 5:21; Gal. 3:13) sin Is removed
from the sinner as fnr as the East is
from the West. God dealt in mercy
with men before Christ's time because
of the lamb which was slain from, the
foundation of the world (Rev. 13:8).
Here John says that at first he did not
recognize Jesos as the Messiah, but he
does bear record that he saw the
spirit descending at his baptism, and It
abode upon him. Luke adds that the
heavens were opened, and the spirit
descended In the form of a dove. There
is no difficulty In John's statement "I
knew him not" He lived In Judea;
Jesus lived In Galilee, and it Is doubtful If they had ever met What John
probably means Is that he did not
know him as the coming Messiah, but
he that commissioned John In the wilderness to be the forerunner of the
Messiah had given John a sign whereby he should know him, the Son of
God, John had waited patiently until
this sign was given. He did not speak
until he had the certificate of God. He
knew that one was to be made manifest ; therefore he came baptizing with
water, preparing the way (Matt 3:2-6)- .
As soon as he did see, John gave hla
testimony, "and this Is the lamb that
was to take away the sin of the world ;"
literally to bear away and remove the
guilt and punishment of sin.
The work of Christ Is for the whole
world till all Its sin is removed.
He provides redemption enough for
every man. He pardons our past sins
so they are remembered no more
gainst ns forever.
cov-euu-

Brownie

Sat and Ate.

We didn't mind
fell to the ground!
that, so now will you whisper our mes
sage?'
"Almost before the Leaves had sent
their whispers Bulling on the wings of
Mr. Wind's grandchildren, the Breezes,
the Brownies arrived.
"They wore red suits and red hats,
and looked quite rosy and red them
selves. 'Ah, such a good, crisp, cold
evening,' suid they. 'We shouldn't be
surprised if the leaves all fell tonight.'
" 'Yes,' suid another Brownie, 'Just
see how they are blowing.'
" 'We will come down,' whispered
the Leaves, but the Brownies didn't
hear. Instead the grandchildren of
Mr. Wind heard and they came back
to play with the leaves.
"Oh, how they tossed and chased
each other. The Leaves dropped from
the trees and skimmed ulong the
ground. And then they would fly up
a little wuy nguiu and the Breezes
would catch thein
"For a long time they played, while
below the old upple tree the Brownies
sat and ate the red apples.
" 'We'll have a bonfire and roast
some of the apple,' suid Billie
Brownie.
" 'Hurrah I' shouted the other Brown
les.
"And th'.y set to work. First
they, got sticks and twigs, and they
began to set up a tine lire.
"The Breezes were so interested that
they stopped playing, and the Leaves
dropped ubout. 'Let's watch the bonfire,' said the Breezes.
" 'But what will become of us?
asked the Leaves.
" 'Maybe the Brownies will put you
In the bonfire, and you can blaze too
and hear what the merry little flumes
have to tell you.'
"All right,' said the Leaves. 'But
you must help us a little, Breezes.'
"So the Breezes blew ever so little
and the Brownies began to notice that
the wind was dying down.
"'We might use some of these
leaves for the bonfire,' suggested one
of the Brownies. 'They don't seem to
be blowing about any more.'
" 'Fine Idea,'
shouted
another
Brownie. And to work they all went
picking up all the leaves they could
gather la their chubby little arms.
"On the bonfire went the leaves, and
the merry .Ittle flames rushed up to
greet them.
"'Hello leaves,' said the Flames,
will you help us roast the red apples
!

for the Brownies?1
"'Yesl' shouted the Leaves, and as
they sold that, a great big blaze came
from them.

"'How beautifully those leaves
burn,' said the Brownies, and as the
leaves grew dull and turned up at the
edges they smiled to themselves la an
other little flash of light
" 'What would we do without leave
'and apples and the wind, and all such
wonderful things?' said Blllle Brownie.
And anyone could have told him that
they helped make us Joyous and glad
to be alive I"
The teacher had been reading to the
class about the great forests of Amer
ica.
"And now, boys," she announced.
"which one of you can tell me the
pine that has the longest and sharpest
needles?"
Cp went a hand In the front row.
"Well, Tommy?"
"The porcupine."
Well Brought Up.
A boy of sixteen entered an elevator

and asked to be taken up to the eleventh fltvg. On the way up the eleva
tor man observed: "Son, yon face la
dirty."
"Hey," exclaimed the boy, "who do
yon think yon are, my father?"
"No. but ain't I bringing too. tint"
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GREASE

SPOTS

COATS CONTINUE TO SHOW THE LIBERAL

Blemishes That So Greatly Annoy the
Housekeeper May Be Effectively

LINES THAT MARKED THE

Dealt With.

Grease spots may be removed by the
application of carbon tetrachloride, according to H. F. Zoller, assistant In
chemistry In the Kansas Stute Agricultural college.

"Removing grease spots with gasoline or benzine Is both dangerous and
wasteful," suid Mr. Zoller. "Chloroform
Is effective, but is dungerous. Curbon
tetrachloride Is ujd by cleuuers because of its safety, cleaning power and
the absence of a disagreeuble odor.
The disadvantage Is Its expense.
"Ink is difficult to remove If It has
been In the garment for some time.
Iron inks muy be removed by oxalic,
ucetic, citric, or dilute hydrochloric
Inks, the
acids. In cuse of the coul-tu- r
spot must be bleuched.
"Iron rust cun be removed by fairly
strong oxalic acid solution, If allowed
to stand on the goods for a short time,
and often when it is exposed to the
sunlight the action Is a little quicker.
The excess of oxalic acid must be
wushed out, and the goods washed with
a good soup, In order to neutralize the
acid. Hydrochloric acid is the best remover of Iron rust, if bundled by uu experienced person.
"An excellent formula for the removal of fountain-peInk, especially Iron
ink and Iron rust, Is the
ucid formula. It Is iniule by saturating a 10 per cent acetic acid solution
with oxalic acid, und mixing one part
of the product with four parts of
c
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HOUSEHOLD

HINTS

To Induce a canary to take a bath
sprinkle a few seeds upon the witter.
This added attraction will uiuke the
bath become a hublt with the little
fellow.
To keep flowers fresh, place a pinch
of bicarbonate of sotlu In the wuter
before putting them into a vuse.
To make glusswnre clear anil spark-linadd a little washing blue to the
soapsuds when washing.
If ink is spilled on the carpet or table cover, cover It Immediately with
salt as It ubsorbs the Ink.
Powdered alum added to ordinary
stove blncklng adds to Its brilliancy.
Oxalic acid and Javelle wuter are
excellent for removing ink stulns.
New tinware will never rust if
groused with a little fresh lard and
baked In the oven before It is used.

cabim
Although a skillful flatterer la a moat
delightful companion If you can keep
him all to yourself, his taste become
doubtful when he takes to complimenting other people. Nicholas Nlckleby.

DRINKS FOR CHILLY

DAYS.

hot beverage after a chilly ride or
a weory day Is most soothing nnd alto
comfortgether
able. Never serve
hot drinks in silver receptucies,
as the heut Is retained so long
that it Is almost
Impossible to
the beverage
without burning
the lips disagreeably.
Ginger Cordial. Stew slowly tof
f
gether
pound of figs,
teaspoonful of allspice, a pinch of ginger, a sultspounful each of cinnamon,
mace, ground cloves, and sufficient cold
water to cover the Ingredients. When
the figs are tender, remove from the
fire and press through n puree sieve,
returning the sirup thus obtnined to a
clean saucepan and adding three pints
of ginger ale; allow this to heat gradually anil then bent In a teaspoonful (if
cornstarch mixed with cold water, stirring until It bolls. Flavor with a few
drops of lemon Juice and serve in small
cups capped with u little chopped,
candled orange peel.
Mulled Grape Juice. Soak for half
an hour the grated rind of nn orange
In the Juice of n lemon, adding a cupful of boiling water and two tablespoonfuls of sugar; then place the Ingredients In a granite saucepan, adding
a quart of grape Juice, four whole
cloves, a pinch of cinnamon, and simmer slowly for 15 minutes. Prepare a
meringue by boiling together two tablespoonfuls of wuter with n cupful of
sugar until It spins a thread, then
pour tills gradually upon the stlllly
beaten whites of two eggs; now add
the boiling Juice, dust lightly with nutmeg nnd serve at once.
Coconut Milk Chocolate. Ilent a
quart of milk in a double boiler and
when hot stir In a quarter of a cupful
of grated chocolate, moistened with a
little cold water; allow it to boll and
thicken; hnve ready nearly a pint of
coconut milk, Into which has been
Rtlrred half a cupful of sugar and the
whites of two eggs; add this to the
chocolate and cook for a few minutes,
but do not allow It to boll. Itemnve
from the fire and serve In chocolate
cups, adding after It Is poured Into the
cups n tablespoonful of sweetened
whipped cream, which has been mixed
with a little of the grated coconut.
y
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Com Chowder.
One cnn corn, four cupfuls potatoes
cut In
slices, one nnd
cube fat salt pork, one
sliced onion, four cupfuls scalded
Cut
milk, eight common crackers.
pork in small pieces and try out. Add
onion and cook five minutes, stirring
often that onion may not burn. Strain
fat Into a stewpun. Parboil potntoes
five minutes In boiling water to cover,
drain and add potatoes to fnt; then
A kindly deed. Is a little seed,
add two cupfuls boiling water; cook
That groweth all unseen:
until potatoes are soft, add corn and And
In, when none do look thereon
Sea
milk, then hent to boiling point.
Anew It sprlngeth green.
son with snit and pepper nnd butter
SWISS AND ITALIAN DISHES.
and crackers, split and soaked In
Reenough cold milk to moisten.
The Swiss people nre most frugal,
move crackers, turn chowder Into a
neurly everything costs more, some
tureen and put crackers on top.
times twice nnd three
times ns much us they
Codfish Souffle.'
do in England. As evPare and slice euough potatoes to
Is
erything
Imported
make one pint, add a pint of codfish,
they find It necessary to
shredded. Place In n suticepnn, cover
be especially economical.
with cold water and bring slowly to
Nothing is wasted; the
the boiling point. Drain off this water,
bones from Joints, stews
cover with boiling water nnd cook
und steaks are carefully
until the potato is thoroughly cooked
saved for soups.
then drain and mash fine. Melt one
Put the
Veal Roast With Stuffing
tablespoonful of butter, ndd an equal
amount of flour nnd stir until smooth; following stalling in u pocket, cut in
add one nnd
cupfuls of milk breast of veal with one onion and a
then fish and potnto mixture and cook few slices of bacon: Take u quarter
for five mlnues. Cool, atld the beaten of a pound of rice, carefully washed,
volks of three eggs, then the stlllly n little parsley und a small quantity
beaten whites. Turn into a buttered of meat, salt, pepper, nutmeg and butand a little scraped onion. After
linking dish and bake slowly for 35 ter,
Serve Immediately, gar- stuffing the veal, pour some very hot
minutes.
bacon fat over it to sear tlie meat and
nished with sprigs of pnrsley.
hold in the Juices; dredge with Hour
nnd roast until well done.
Colonial Cake.
Flour Soup (Mehlsuppe). Take four
f
cupful butter, one nnd a
of drippings, a half cuptablespoonfuls
sugar,
granulated
cupfuls
quarter
until
three eggs, half cupful thin cream or ful of flour; addcookone together
and a half
rich milk, holf even teaspoonful soda smooth, then
one even teaspoonful cream tartar, two quarts of stock, one egg, mixed with
a little milk ; salt, pepper and grated
cupfuls of pastry flour, half cupful
seeded raisins. Add whites of eggs nutmeg to taste.
Italian Sausage With Spinach. rigs
last and bnke In tube pnn. When cold
for cases Instead of the
frost with a heavy white king thnt will feet are used nnd
the sausage highly
contrast prettily with the yellow of the usual skins
cake. Citron sliced In thin strips mny seasoned, with no bread crumbs. Tlie
be used Instead of raisins, or In com spinach is boiled until Intender, then
slices, then
squeezed dry, then cut
blnation with them.
fried In bacon fat for 20 minutes.
Then add a bit of garlic and butter
Chocolate Pie.
It Is ready to serve.
Four tablespoonfuls cocoa, one pint
The great national dish of Italy
of water, yolks of two eggs, two table- called polenta, Is made as we do
spoonfuls cornstarch, six tablespoon
mush.
fuls sugar. Boll until thick, add one
Quenelles. These are small pieces
tablespoonful vnnllln. Bake the crust,
filled with a smnll mound of
pour In the chocolate. Beat the whites of pastry meat and the
pastry fluted
of the eggs with one cupful or sugar. minced
then they are cooked
the
around
edges,
One
tea
brown.
over
and
top
spread
In the soup as dumplings are and
f
spoonful of baking powder In
with the soup. The poor peocupful granulated sugar added to the served
white of one egg stiffly beaten makes ple make these quenelles larger and
serve them as a main dish with toa fluffy meringue.
f
mato sauce. For the paste eggs and
butter are used.
Cornmeal Muffins.
Fonduta. Slice cold polenta
Sift together one cupful comment
mush In thin slices and arrange
one cupful bread flour, one teaspoonful
soda (level) In one cupful sour milk, In a dish with layers of grated cheese,
and add It to the sifted Ingredients. pour milk over; add a little butter,
Then add
cupful molasses, and bake until the milk is absorbed.
Foods to be cooked in a small
then two eggs, two tablespoonfuls melt
ed drippings. Beat well and hake In amount of fat are so much more tasty
if olive oil Is nsed than butter, and
"
muffin pans about
hour In moderately hot oven. very little difference as to expense.
Cook two
Mackerel.
Tyrolete
Makes 12.
fresh mackerel In a saucepan with two
Steamed Suet Pudding.
tablespoonfuls of cider and seasoning
One cupful chopped suet
of onion, nutmeg, parsley, salt and pepteaspoonful salt one teaspoonful soda. per. Cook 30 minutes, add a cupful of
two teaspoonfuls cream of tartar, one
cupcupful molasses, one and one-haINTERESTING ITEMS
fuls milk, two and
cupfuls
flour, one cupful chopped raisins, one
Iceland has enacted civil service recupful currants, a little cut up citron,
one teaspoonful of lemon extract one tirement legislation.
Bombs and mortars were Invented In
teaspoonful nutmeg. Steam four hours.
the year 154a
Serve hot with hard sauce.
Chile's national forests cover about
Ice Cream Coffee.
7.000,000 acres of land.
"Freemasons' societies" were formed
spoon of vanilla Ice
put a
cream Into the bottom of a tall, large by King Henry IV.
Guatemala has only one furniture
irlrtM and fill ud with chilled and Iced
coffee made with sugar and cream. Do 'actory. It employs 150 men. There are no chorus men In London
not. stir. Serve with
tiUKical rhows this season.
h
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MODELS

stock to which hns been added a tablespoonful of tarragon vinegar, add
egg, butter nnd flour mixed together.
Remove the fish, sprinkle with crumbs,
add the sauce and bake brown.

A
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EARLIEST

al

It would be a Jolly good thing for a
great many couples on their way to
be married,
if they could only fee
stopped In time and brought back separately. Dickens.

SEASONABLE DISHES.
During the winter months while eggs
are costly it frequently becomes neces
sary to do entirely without them. Eggs nre not
indispensable to a
diet, other
foods furnish fat and
albumen. Suet puddings,
pies und pastry of all
sorls may be used to
take the place of egg
dishes. Buttermilk with
Hour and soda makes n light, wholesome gem or biscuit; one egg Improves
them us it improves griddle cakes and
dumplings, but we cun enjoy them
without.
Buttermilk Gems. Add n teaspoonful of water to a teaspoonful of soda,
nnd when dissolved stir this Into a
pint of thick, sour milk, adding flour
to make n butter that will drop from
tho spoon.
Grease gem pans nnd till
them partly full of the mixture then
place in u hot oven to bake quickly.
Buttermilk may be used with baking
powder und n very little soda to muke
baking powder biscuits; they ure especially short and Huffy.
Bachelor's Buttons. To a pint of
Hour add two teaspoonfuls of baking
of salt;
powder and a
mix und rub Into tills two tablespoonfuls of shortening, two tablespoonfuls
of sugur and enough milk to moisten.
Roll, cut into sinull pieces, brush with
milk and dust with sugar; buke In a
quick oven 25 minutes.
Sweet Potato Pone. Pure nnd grate
sufficient sweet potatoes to mnke a
pint; udd one cupful of sweet milk, a
teaspoonful of ginger, two tablespoonfuls of butter, melted, and two tablespoonfuls of sugar; beat thoroughly.
Sift two level teaspoonfuls of baking
powder with one and a half cupfuls of
(lour; to this add the potato. Beat well
and turn Into a buttered baking dish
and bake in a moderate oven
Serve In the
of un hour.
dish In which It was bnked.
Quick Cinnamon Roll. Sift a quart
of Hour and four teuspoonfuls of linking powder, rub In two tablespoonfuls
of shortening und milk to moisten.
Roll into a sheet und spread with butter; sprinkle with chopped nuts, raisins or currants nnd cinnamon; roll
up, cut In slices and buke In a hot oven.
Serve hot. Nice for pudding with a
fruit sauce.
d
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LIBERAL LINES
The latest arrivals In conts have not
departed from the liberal lines of early
models, neither ns to length nor width.
They give the same impression of luxurious warmth and substuntiul comfort. Some of thein achieve original
touches In detail of construction nnd
trimming and succeed In presenting
something new In a world of varied
coats.
Two examples that cnn hardly be excelled for beauty and utility are shown.
They proclaim the cleverness of their
designer Inasmuch as they follow the
At the
mode, but by original means.
right a cont, which might be made In
any of the popular cloths, Is cut with
the body and sleeves In one. It Is set
to the figure over the shoulders by
small tucks at the back which extend
from a square yoke to the top of the
sleeves. Wide cuffs, a convertlb' '
we
and pntch pockets, to whi

col-ji- r,

d
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IN COATS.

model nnd a happy choice for anyone
who wants a dressy gown that will

It is unserve for many occasions.
pretentious but It Is also elegant, und
Its design is so simple that the choice
of color Is widened. Where it Is to
serve for both afternoon and evening
blue, light gray, taupe, olive green,
burgundy and amethyst are good colors thut will prove successful In It.
The underskirt nnd bodice are made
of satin nnd are plain. The georgette
skirt Is bordered with a narrow band1
of velvet headed by a line of silver
braid. Above this a band Is embroi-- i
dered by long stitches In silk floss
The crepe Is luid In three deep folds!
nnd draped over the shoulders, nnd be-- i
tween this draping a plain piece of
crepe exttnds across the buck and
front. Narrow bands of needlework,
provide the decoration for the bodice:
Short shoulder straps are made of
111

USEFUL BISCUIT

DOUGH.

It Is surprising what a variation one
may make with the simple biscuit reci
pe. This is niso
true of a plain
cake. Willis the
addition of

e

Z3&i

WJi

and

fruits It becomes
a

fruit

cuke;

baked In layers,
with different fill
ings, almost any
kind of cuke. Take the recipe for biscuit: Roll out, spread with chopped
meat and Reasonings; roll up in the
form of a loaf and bake ; served sliced
with brown sauce this will nicely replace a meat dish.
Chop n dozen oysters or clams, using
some of the liquor in place of the milk
In the biscuit ; stir Into the dough nnd
fry In deep ftit. Any chopped vegetable like sulslfy, squash, corn, pens or
parsnips may be used Instead of tlie
meat or fish. Use two cupfuls of flour,
two tnblespoonfuls of shortening, n
half teaspoonful of salt, n cupful of
If
milk for the biscuit mixture.
wanted for dumplings, use equal parts
of milk and flour, one tenspoonful of
baking powder, with one egg, instead
of the shortening. Drop by teaspoonfuls into the boiling hot stew, nnd
keep tightly covered ten minutes. They
will be light ns a feather. The same
proportion of flour nnd milk, one
of baking powder nnd a half
cupful of cherries, put by tablespoonfuls Into buttered cups nnd steamed in
hot water, tightly covered 15 minutes,
mnkes nn Ideal pudding. Serve with
cream and sugar.
For an entree to serve with cold
ment salad or with the main dish,
sliced apple dipped In the batter and
fried In deep fat are most delicious
fritters. Bananas, oranges, penchesor
other fruits are equally good.
For clnnnmon rolls, roll out the biscuit mixture, spread with butter and
brown sugar, with cinnamon; roll up
and cut In slices. Bake in a hot ovea.
For fruit roll, add nuts and raisins;
roll up, place In a deep pan, add boiling water, a cupful of brown sugar,
two tablespoonfuls of butter and bnke
for an hour. Apples with the raisins
make a
combination. Try
these and more ways will occur to you
to use the useful biscuit dough.
well-like-
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CHARMING AFTERNOON GOWN.
are accustomed, are as plain as can
be and nothing Is allowed to divide
the attention, which Is centered on the
general excellence of this design.
A fine combination of cloth nnd fur,
shown at the left, Is cut on lines thnt
are almost straight with a hint of
A little
definition at the waistline.
fullness In the body Is laid In plaits
that disappear In a piping set In at
Silk cord and pony skin
the front
distinguish this model by way of decThe pony skin is trimmed
oration.
Into points along one edge and forms
a deep border at the bottom of the
coat The same Idea appears In the
collar which Is almost covered by the
pony skin, and In cuffs made entirely
of It Both coats are long and
both leave not'..lng to be desired In the
direction of style or comfort
Georgette crepe embellished with
velvet and needlework nnd brightened
with a little touch of silver make up
the very pretty afternoon gown which
is pictured here. It Is an Interesting

and finished with small pendant balls
of silver. The bodice shows a little
chemisette of embroidered net.
A wide flat girdle Is niude of satin
veiled with georgette and ornamented
with a band of needlework. It extends
below the waistline, wrapping the figure loosely. The sleeves are full from
shoulder to cuff. Here they are
shirred to form the deep narrow cuffs
that are finished at the hand with a
band of needlework.
The hnt of gold lnce, which har
monlzes so well with this gown, Isa
bound at the edge of the brim with
sealskin and trimmed with a small
pompon of this fur. It would be Just
as pretty made of silver lace, and the
fur might be moleskin. The choice;
will depend upon becomingness to the
Individual.

lf
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It would he difficult to overstate the
Intensity and accuracy of an Intelligent child's observation. Dickens.
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The farmers of North Dakota paid

$14,141,640 for farm labor during 1!1"
Japan has a goldfish farm thut has
been In continuous operation since
1763.
Slam hns resumed the cultivation ot
cotton, once a leading industry in thu

country.
The Uruguayan congress is contd-Ing the establishment of a uiilit.-i- r
aviation school.
A census of the volcanoes i(l
world shows there are C72 in nil
which 275 are active.

i

Way to Break a Habit
g
Has your little girl formed the
habit? If so, try the plan of
one mother who believed In kindness
rather than hnrshness. Her little girl
was most anxious to possess a certain
doll which she saw In a toy shop. The
mother promised It to her on condition
that she would stop biting her nails.
She told the child thnt whenever she
forgot herself the doll would disappear for a day. The Idea worked
There were days when
beautifully.
the doll was locked away, bat In time
nnil-nltin-

the

hak

was entirely broken and the
present Exchange.

doll was ever

Balm ef Gilead.
.ue ancient Jews, so Indispensable were scents considered for
of
the bridal toilet that
the bridal dowry was set apart for
their purchase. The famous balm of
Gilead was distilled from a bush which
formerly covered the mountains ot
Gilead, but has of late become so
scarce that only the sultan can be sup
Pre-'o-
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MESSAGE

The jrovernoor's message which was read
lief ore the joint session of the legislature at
noon Wednesday, by Lieutenant Governor
I.indsey, at the request of Governor P.. C. de
linen, who is so critically ill that he can not
leave his hed at the Sanatorium, was a disappointment alike to his political friends and opponents, in that it utterly failed in any resjxjct,
fave iv one or two vajne surest ions, to propose any defina'e plan for any consructive
I

li; iIat ii in aloiit anv line whatever, but was
dev trd almost entirely to a discussion of
minor and petty criticisms of the statutes and
of proposals to further limit the expenditures and thereby curtail the efficiency and
retard the work of mr public institutions.
Let

it he understood

that we do not for
one minute hold the governor personally responsible for this message. Governor de Baca
is a very sick man. At the most he could not
have done more than offer some suggestions
regarding the tenor of the document and criticism of him can extend, only to his failure
to select broader minded men, cmiversent with
Ihe needs of the state, and having the courage
to present them, as his advisors.

Had Governor

dC

Ilaca been able to have

his message hmiself we opine that it
would have Ixien for more constructive and
statesmanlike in its proposals. It is a pity indeed, in effect, it is a disaster to the state, to
deprive the people of a physically competent
man to head their affairs, because of a political party's exegencies.
Hut that is exactly
what was done, knowingly and intentionally
lit the last democratic state convention and
we are now reaping the disadvantages.

prepared

,

The people of New Mexico had a right
to expect recommendations
for a more ex
tended improvement of our higher education- al institutions.
The attendance at all of them
has great Iv increased during the past few
AW of them need better
years.
equipment,
in ! (,f them need more buildings, some of
them need increased and abler faculties all
if which t:i' es more money, but money which
the people do not object to paying if thev get
results in better service and a broader and
more complete education of the rising generation.
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(Continued from page one)
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GOV. DE BACA'S MES-

ti.

A numljer of the message suggestions are
timely and present matters which require attention, and concerning which there is no serious disagreement, several of them having
been platform declarations
of one or both
parties. They include the prohibition amendment, changes of the tax laws, revision of
the election laws and absent voter laws and
..
the jury law, hut the message Offers nothing
toward the solution of any of them bevond
a mere commonplace mention.
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WHAT DID HE AUDIT.
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Two years ago the democratic governor
and the democratic members of the Legislature, when the work of their traveling auditor

I

e

was under investigation and criticism, and he
was being censured for auditing only twelve
counties in over three years, claimed that he
bad been so busy auditing tbe offices and
accounts of state officers and state boards that
he had not been able to visit many of the
counties.

This claim was taken at par by the reto the incoming
publicans. Now according
the
of
his
writer
governor for
message) who
may, or may not. be correct the very important office of the State Land Commissioner
was overlooked entirely. From other sources
we learn that he also missed the Cattle Sanitary Hoard, the State Penitentiary, the Insane Asvlum,
the Game Warden, and the
State Kngineer, and all other public institutions excepting the State University and
School of Mines.

Just what state offices and boards were
audited during the first three years of statehood while the traveling auditor was under
the direct personal supervision of the governor is hard to say.
It is certain however that the amount
and quality of the work while the traveling
auditors office was conducted in that manner
is not such as would recommend putting it
back to where it is a personal appendage of
the executive office.
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be legisl iture had a right to expect a
clear and positive declaration of public road
poIicyAlinth as to the means, or plan, of raising a large amount of money for immediate
use, and as to the improvement of the present
methods of dispersing it. Hut instead they
receive only the formal announcement, which
an '"-- t of coiigre-- s required him to make, that
a certain amount of money would have to be
provided during the next five years in order
to secure a like amount from the federal government w ith not a word about prompt construction, of roads needed now, and not a word
about impr neircnt 'of the present system.
'I he criticism of the
system and management of the state land office reflects nothing
but a churlish and perverse attitude toward
an officer and system of management that has
been signally efficient and remarkably successful and beneficial to the state.
The charge of extravagance in this office is a mere assertion not sustained by a
single incident of fact. The statement that
the business of the office could be handled
with one half the present force demonstrates
that the author cither has no conception of
the amount of business detail connected with
the administration of over fifty million dollars worth of lands, scattered over a territory
nearly four hundred miles square, and leased
to over five thousand tenants, in addition to
the rontinr.nl struggle to secure them from the
government, or that his charge is made purely
for political purposes to create odium where
the appreciation of the state for a service well
pcrrormed is due.
The sttlerre"t 'hat in dit
rf the of- fi"e h!s been made since tlio same was established is one we very seriovslv rpectien.
At least the financial records of the state land
office bear the check narks, O. K's and initials of no less than three different auditors,
C V. Safford in 1909 and Mossman and
Guilfoil in 1914 the last two of whom were
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tutes. This will probably be grant
ed. Their measure regulating other
forms of practice, will probably not
fare so well.
Cattleman Interested.
Cattlemen are more than interested in the propositions advanced
from some quarters reducing the
requirements on what is now known
as a "legal fence", and also the matter of shipping! calves, which has
been agitated here as in other
states. "When the range is crowded we must ship", they say, and
again "people want veal." Nothing
radjka! is expected to happen, however, as there are a number of cattlemen, and men from cattle
who know the requirements
of the industry among those pre-

CAUGHT IN THE
CLOAK ROOM
(Continued

from

page four.)

out for legslation that might prove
inimical to their interests.

On the whole business like and
beneficial laws are expected of this
session, and there has never been
an opening of a New Mexico Legis
have
lature of which all parties
expressed so much confidence.
Good Roads Legislation.
With the proposition on foot to
issue bonds to the extent of a'most
the benefit of the
J2,000,000 for
states roads opinion is divided not sent."
of
Cause for Optimism.
so much as to the desirabi'.ity
such an issue as to its practicability
A senate leader said last night
The governor has recommended it. "the state woud be better off if
This fact in itself would perhaps
one of us here, would pack his
have slight weight before the pre- every and go home
tonight. .except
grip
indicates
but
it
sent body
strong .." and then he outlined
his pet
on
party support of the measure and
no
And so it is found,
measure.
the part of his adherents,
cares to encumber the record
means that a bond issue bill will one
or pile onto the courts a lot of in- have Democratic support wherever
tangble matter to be straghtened
it may originate.
out after the legslature
adjourns,
Office.
"except" certain times that each
Tamper With Land
is
essentia'..
There
considers
man
From whatever motive, the as- a
magnanimous attitude among the
landooficc
the
of
the
by
sailing
listen
to the
ernor in his message, has had the majority to of theattentively
and
minority,
suggestions
effect of raising the query on all then
ahead and do as as they
quarters, whether the accusations 'In iv. go
please. After all, the public
blandished iti the administration will have
the opportunity to pat its
message to the legislature ,arc well servants on the
back when
they
It is the temper, appar-ant'founded.
.home to the constituents and
of the present body, above
servant"
faithful
done
"well
all things to be fair, and an inquiry say
is safe to say that their work
into the justice of jealousy of the for it
it consists of will be well
administration document is in pro- whatever
'
well done the Kcpublicans
gress in the mind of every member. way.
Beniocrats arc divded and scattered
are
in their opinion.
Republicans
thoughtfully going over the merits MAE MARSH MOVIE STAR
of the propositions advanced by the
A NEW MEXICO GIRL.
Hovernor. All are Inath to believe
that a state board which has so signally served the state from the standMae Marsh is
years old
point of bringing in the settler and and David Wark twenty
Griffith, wlio
the revenue, can be as rotten as picher and featured
tured in the glowing colors used her in all'ramed
of his greatest pictures,
by the governor or his advisers.
predicted that she will become
There is suspicion that the num- lias
the greatest screen star in all the
ber of desirab'e jobs in the land
has had something to do with world.
when you remember that
the attack. As to the claim that Mr.Tlr's.
for years did not beinterest bearing funds should be lieve Griffith
in or permit people to become
placed to different account, even
stars, holding the story to be of
the Democratic press, in fairness, most
vital concern, is a prediction
has been at pains to ascertain and
of great import.
explain to its readers that as a matMae Marsh Ins now been placed
ter of fact the funds so mentioned,
has cast
are funds in trust .and belong to the in a new environment,
deI'er artistic and business fortunes
prospective settlers who have
formed
evidences of good ''th the newly
Goldwyn
posited them as land"
commissioner, Pictures Corporation and will be
faith with the
in
of the
some
starred
funds
cannot
prop- elaborately
and that such
under-'ake- n
ever
erly be handed to the state trea- biggest productions
for the screen.
sury, and thus made unavaiaibe for;
return to the homescckers.
Tt wi'l interest millions of her adIn short, anything like serious mirers to know some of the
tampering with the affairs of one
det";l ahot this remarkof the most efficient and productive able
with a thousand fices."
"girl
ever
eMxico
has
departments New
She is a little rai'road girl and was
to
possess ' om j,n Madrid. New Mexico. Her
had the good fortune
is frowned upon by the majority of father was the auditor of the San-t- the thoughtful men who compose
Marsh
Fe RaMroad and Mae
the legislature, and the prospect of w'll te'l von now in her still naive
that wou'.d manner that "we" lived in a lot
land ofice legislation
tend to impair the present satisfac- of n'aces when T was litt'e." Her
less and
tory management,as grows
earliest rerolVrtiins are of sirt'ng
beto motives
less significant
on the dirt floor in a Mexican
and
administration
attack,
hind the
,,
She
and eating tortillas.
the satisfactory character of the eab'ninsis's ttrt
she snoi'e
work being performed by the land beantifiillv though nobody Spanish
could
commissioner become better known understand her.
Tax Reform.
was at Sacred Heart
Vm 'and
wfcen the
big fire
There can be little doubt that the rv,,i.nt
trembler hit 'San Francisco. For
regard(jovenor's recommendation
f'ree dnvs he anrl her mother
ing the taxing of the gross output
rr
in a tent in Golden Gate Park
of mines or the entire mining pro- ivl'h thnn.sanfls of other retnees.
in
a
tax
perty, will find expression
disaster
the San Francisco
law. The suggestion merely echoes After
ft i finv'v moverl t" Los ".tieeVs
in
this
sentiment
regard.
public
Mae Marsh's sister went
and
As to the taxing of sheep at the into there
Mae Marsh
motion pictures
be
knrtwn
to
are
where
they
point
into
er soon afterward
on the first of January, this recom- f't;nv"d
srteen'anH David Wark Griffith
mendation will not likely be carried realized
in
th litthe possibilities
ebcause the present provision of toy- tle extra
and she ranid'v grew
girl
be
to
are
ing the sheep where they
f"me under his remarkable tufound at the lambing season, antelage.
swers the governor's
requirement
that all the sheep be found by the
adassessor, with the additional
ooocaooooococooceOeQoo
vantage that they are then usually
acin the county where they are
tually owned.
This session wi'.l undoubtedly extend the powers of the tax commis-missioto
for i'cy have proved
be an asset to the state and it will
be in line with the administrator!
desire, as well as the house speakers
of
admonition to the lnw makers
Wh.n Pricas srs Bsst for Sat
"economy without parsimony."
Institutions
for
Quality
Appropriation
A cursory canvass of the legislators brings to Iij.:!it the probabi'itv
that this session will deal justly with
Carry . Full Lin of
the state institutions in the matas
state
the
ter of appropriations,
A
Chas
Sanborn'. Coffsas C
is in fact in a prosperous cond'tion,
. T
0
advanI
deserve
institutions
its
and
and
cement.
Freak Laws Improbable.
There are few who believe that
Richaliu Canned Vagtabla
the' legislative inexperience of its
members will lead to the passage
of ont'andish measures or the introduction of an extraordinarily vo
Hunt Brother California Can
luminous number of bills. On the
aad Fruits and Hawaiian
contrary opinion seems to concur
that the
in the expression
Pinaappla
at the legislative game will
think twice before attempting to
enact foolishness, and that their
disability is not in a failure to conBOSS PATENT FLOUR
ceive the prime and pressing needs
of the state, but in a lack of the
fine flourishes, of legal phraseology" with which old hands are wont
prim rata B Hilar
to serve up their product.
Lawmakers First Aid.
f
In the above connection, it is
highly probable that this session
will witness the creation of a lwj
New Mexico,
makers' first ad
it
on tne theory tnat prevention
than
better
hindsight, or wlntever
the old proverb is. A state bureau, UrN.tJioKtK)
I V'J-- r
GRAVERS i
d m i
which
would receive
anybody's
idea of what should be made into
law, and then frame it in such ai
manner that it wou'd be workable:
in event the legislature passed
it,
The New
seems to be. desired.
Mexico bar association,' now in session, recommends such a bureau,
and there is apparantly enough favorable sentiment to carry it if pro-- !
Hi
.
posed.
r; pro(itci!ili. v ilb aeninte Ii t" of ni
sU'ti i jiiii '.'u cr.rtati
:in.ujia.
pet.
Legal Procedure Reform
A
Aia yr'uri a
liitl OR
jji;jtitiiy on .' " odtiwul mating ht:, 9''t
BiHs
the
relative
,
to
improvement
tn h
guaranUM'.'.
M- n
Mar Mjtrw! Mfn. V
of lepral procedure will be introduAilMfn.
Cher- - nix
u
ced on the rccorr"-:- " idation of the
Shoe RfUileri
A"tu Owiifi-same body, and bid fair to become 1
Tin Cau Mfrt.
Coulra?to
law. They are of a technical sort,
hi
irU
raliiaM
Write inr
dis-tict- s,

y,

of-H-

M-'s-

v--

n,
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STATE
NOTICE

tions, reservations snd terms ss may Hi
required by law.
The Commissioner of Public Lands of New
Mexico, cr his sgent holding such sale,
reserves tht right to reject sny snd all
terms as may be
tions, reservations and
bids offered at said sale. Possession under
contracts of sale for the above described
tracts will be given on or before October
1st, 1917.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the Stile Land Oifice this 5th day of
January, 1917.
ROBT. P. ERV1EN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Stste of New Mexico.
Fi'st Publication January 12, 1917.
Last Publication March, 16, 1917,
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BARGAIN

$2,500

$2,500

HOME which is valued at $5,000.00 and
can be bought for 50c on the dollar.
adobe
Size of lot, 100x285 feet,
house' with bath, electric lights, and range.
Good adobe barn and corral. A dozen bearing
fruit trees, asparagus bed. and small fruits.
TERMS: $500.00 down and the balance of
$2,000.00 on a mortgage which runs for two
vears
A

six-roo- m

C4A. BISHOP

& CO.

Santa Fe, N. M.

Catron Block.

1

t

CAPITAL COAL

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cernllos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

85

MAIN

V

Sale No. 5.W, SKSKH Sec. 28. T 10N.f R.
There aie
4?... containinir fV) acrr.
iinprovements on this land.
See.
No.
5.15,
Sale
SWJiXWj. WSW
27,
T. MX., R. 4l., containing 120 acrei.
on
1
land.
this
TI:cre are no improvement
tracts will
Each of the above described
be offered separately.
No bid on the above described tracts of
will be accepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the ap
praised value thereof.
The above sat of lands will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, viz:
The successful bidder mint pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his a (rent
holding such sale, onetenh of the price
offered by him for the land; 4 per cent
interest in advance for the halance of such
purchase price; the fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each and all
of said amounts, must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the lime of
sale, and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide
of the
for the payment of the balance
purchase price of said tract of land in

ir
l

ast

Publication Nov.
I'ublieation Jan,

17,

1)16.

ly,

1417,
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Office

LAND

OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE

Laa-f!-

M. DIAZ

jr

de

Senoras.
Horaa de conaultat de la
de la tarda

COLFAX COUNTY.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands
Santa Fc, New Mexico, November 29, 1916,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant it
the pro virions of an Act of Congress ap
proved June 20, lylQ and the laws of thr
State of New Mexico, and the rules anrl
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
Sale, to the highest bidder at 9 o'clock
A. M., on Tuesday, February 20, 116, in the
town of Raton, County of Colfax, State
Mexico in front of the court
of New
house therein, the following described tracts
of land, vis:
Sale No. 530, WW& NE)4SW!sj
Sec
8
T. 23 X., R. 24 E., containing 200 acres.
There are no improvements on this land.
No bid on the above described tract will
be accepted for less than (5.0Q per acre,
which is the appraised value thereof.
The above sale of lands will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, viz
The succusstul bidder must pay to the
ni
missioner of Public Lands, or his agem
h
of the rrc
holding such sale,
rftered by hitr. foi the land; 4 oer rent in
f
suet
rret in ad vane lor the Da lam
purchase price; the fees for advertising ana
appraisement and all costs incidental to the
stle herein, and each and all of sato
amounts, must be deposited in cash or cer
t.fied exchange at the time of sale, anc
which said amounts and all of them ar
sunjc.:t to forleiture to the State of Ne
Mexitrt if the suctssful bidder does not cxe
one a contract wtllun thirty days ft- -r i
ben mailerl to him by the State Lane
' t'C e. Said tOflTrirt tO provide tor the t'AV

of

SALE

TAOS COUNTY.
rf thr Corpmissinocr f Public

J.

STATE

S.

PUBLIC

DR.

Cirugia
Enfermedade

r

WEEKLY

Mexico.

thirty equal, annual payments, with inter
est on all deferred payments at the rate
of four per cent per annum, in advance,
payments and interest due on October 1st
of each year, and such other conJitions,
reservations and terms as may
1 obligations,
1 be reunited by law.
The Cf nm iioner of Public Lands oi New
Mrxie., ot his afrent holding such sale.
the rijrht to reject any and all
bid? fff.-reat said sale. Pisscssin iMider
rnn - ir i m
trie annvf ipit; ipi
K- A
. 1
kt"r1v
iv
triri
fr .11 .l:,l- - nf stIc.
(
sjH lr;ic of l.in i in th.rly c;n il, arn.ua
f an
hnn
the
offiVhl
Wiinfss
s:il
J
l.nn.J O'firt l!ii, 16th day r;.yni. tits, wilh - inlrrrsts nn a'l i M ire.
,!.
:..mMits ata th- rate nt fnur rT .'' cent pr
"f T), ii Kr. A. !"., l'K..
Kuncr. Jivtn tils i I. It.'Trs
.itllim, in
fiHT. r. FTJVTEV
t ..n l."t'.ir 1st . nf .a'"1, year, anil ,uct
C' lumissinrr nf PnWic I.pnifs,
4
rcs-t- x
!i .;a i..n 5.
c. Ti ;.t:"ns,
4
Stnlr nf vw Mexico. .til trfis as ifar !i- T n.i'ti-.- l f.y 1...4lia.
;
n-- r.
4 rift
.i-i(
of
in.
l.nns
T';r (' Tnn:tssi.nr
Last
cation March 2.
t. t:rr,, nr his ac.nt h Mine ,ucii sale. r.
s.r-- ps tl r r.Kt
tn r'j. ct any an i all ti t
l
at sat.! sale. Possession un.l.r con
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
irirt, of sale for the at.ove described irac'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
will be given mithin thirty uav! after 4t.
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viz:

Sec.
XK'XW
acre.
T. HiN., R. 4K., containing
There are no impr-- eni' nt s on this land.
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price! and utnpln of
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Is J
Doctors Want Appropration.
rat
Another profession
that is expected t0 make its claims to the
legislature is that of the, med'eal
men. They want an appropriation
to enforce the provisions of a board
f health bill at present On the sta

DR. KING

P.'

.wi

fr

SUr--

-

of Public Lands,
tUWAnU H. WKIUsi I
January i, 1917.
that punaant to
of Cong-retsp
ATTORNEY AT LAW
June 20, 1910, the lawa of the State
proved
I
N w Mexico, and the rules and regulations of the State Land Office, the Com.
Spits Building
missionrr of Public Lands will offer at
Now Moxicts.
Public Sale to the highest bidder at 10
Santa Ft,
o'clock, A. M., on Wednesday, April 4th,
M17. in the town of Tucumcari. County of
State of New Mexico, in front of
Suiiy,
house therein, the following desSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
cribed tracts of land, vis:
M'FIE EDWARDS & M'FIE
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
Sale No. 555. All of Sec. 6, T, SN., R. 29E,
640.23
ftec.
a.
The
acres.
fiwst-W'S,
fvr.H.
improvements
17
16
vviNr.n,
KM
containing
NWU
All nf Sec.
ATTORNEY3AT-LAPUBLIC LAND SALE
SKH See.
on the land consist of well, windmill snd
To ' of See. SEX Sec. 27, All ...
;
. c 28, NS&
Lou i, 4 See.
,, of Sec.
31 Ni4swt
fencing, value $510.
Sec.
o7
TR.
See.
Sale No. 556, SKX Sec. 2, T. 5N., R. 30E.,
5,
Ml
12E,
34,
30V.,
NK)NtJ. S4NWt4
QUAY COUNTY.
Officot
21, All of Sect.
1
, g SWUNWU
4
SWK
containing 160 acres. The improvements on
this land consist of well, windmill, tanks Office of the Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
A Watkinglon
Inc.
Corner
P.
and fencing, value $570.50.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, January 5, 1917.
Sale No. 557, N!4 Sec. 11, T. 6N., R. 27E.,
nt-2?,31. All of See. 32. 33 34, T 3 IN., R. 12E !
Noi.ce is hereby given that pursuant to
S0'
Now Mask.
Santa
foTS&
Fo,
of
on
320
The
acres.
improvements
containing
are no
the provisions of an Act of Congress apScc 23, All of Sec to.
th'S land consist of fencing, value (ISO.
proved June 20, 1910, the laws of the State NKSVVK 8WMSW54
1
Sale No. 55S, Wi Sec. 13, T. 7N., R. 2BE., of
New Mexico, and the rules and
"FX No bids nn the above described
tract, of
W'fcyi; Sees. 2, 3,
rnn'ninini X acres. The improvements nn lations of the State Land Office, the regu
,,.
, f
SVV, Sec. 1,
Comacc
,han Thr,c
this land consist of fencing and well, value missioner of Public Lands will offer at 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 2U, 21, .,in,,,. wj . t,hrnfn
r arrr whirh is the an- l0. Public Sale to the highest bidder at 10
CATRON & CATRON
.
.
Sr.
... .
.
No. 5V). N'jNVS;.
, .
SE(4NE"4 Sec. 11,
...1,1-- -.
inc improvcmenii. un me uuvC T
o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday, April 3rd, 1917, acre.
R. 2RF.., containing 200 acres.
The in
T. 7N
u( land consist of cabins, lo ilie fi11nwir.ii tfrm
of
iratt
of
town
Santa
the
ATTORN
Kosa,
County
vii:
.
anl
fenc-n"cnnrtitlons,
improvement nn this land consist of
,TI
(iuadalupe, State of New Mexico, in front corrais, wens, w numni., la.is, snu
to the r. B.
s,.ee5,(lof Pubbc must pav
value $115.
CATRON
of the court house therein, the following 'ing, value tll.250
or
hi.
airent
Lands,
f
24.
Sec.
N'n.
T.
S'U.
SW!4. SESFtf
Snip
Sale No. 5b, LShyt Sec. 17, T. 5S., K. ,lM,;nI? ,vch talr
The li scribed tracts of land, vix:
nnr.,rn,h of4 the price
SN., R. 28F.., containing 200 acres.
REED HOLLOMAM
t he
W acres,
improvements
,,y )im ,,,r hp
Sale No. 544. WSE. F.SW!, SWSWtf 2L.. containing
efn,
improvements nn this land consist of fencthe above described It act of land Cun- on
s, in a,u.,cl. ,nr ,,,, halance of such C. C. CATRON
S c. ?7 K'NKK, SKHSKtf. W!4 Sec. 34, T.
inr,
ing, value. $127.
,4UJ.
value
ol powc; plant,
S'l I...t 4, SF.!4SV"4. SWISSES
SN., R. ?4K
containing 640 acres. There
....'purchase price; theandfeesall for advertisinn
' law4
S.-Lvvo'C 'ivt'L?.
F. J. LAV AM
'I4'
Sec. 1 T. RN.. R. 20F... con- are no improvements on this land.
IS. lot
cost,
'irP'.ii.m.nt
,
1. 2,V, K.
Sec.
,,,
,
Sec. 20. W, Sec. 21, T.
Sale No. 545,
hr,in m, rnrh
taining 149.76 acres. There are no improvearc no nn- - l( 5;ii,
A.
H.
acres
Hare
containinK
480
M.l
CLANCY,
There
acres.
R.
in
hf
ments nn this land.
24E., containing
5N.,
ms,
arpmUcii
.
... exciiani-'it u nn , lit,
"all. ive tle.eriheit tract ' a tii t.r et i'iiie.i
n this land.
:...p- - ,v( ,., n,s
Sale Nn. 56?, I.nt 2. F.WW4, mV,1F.,
at tne time
e
.1', :land. "'"
ant
bieh .!,! .mount, and all ...Notary fubllC
Sale No. 546, Wyi, SF.tf, W',Nh!4 Sec. 7, '
!. 7. T. UN.. R. 3.1K., containing 159.SS
,le.
conland
1
I
2. 3 4, 5. 6. 7. S, 9; 10; 11; 1.'; SVi
a
acres. The irgprovemeiits on this
"
Sale No. 539, All of Sec. 16, VJ Scc. 21,
stilt, ei tn forfeiture to ihe State Suit.
6
Catron Block
All of Sec. f
sist nf fi ncintt, value ?o0.
F.'i Sec. IK. lots .1. 4 Sec. 17, Lots 1, 6, WW Sec. 28, T. 3N. K. 14V
,.w Mexic, if the successful bi.bl. r does
Sec. 26. SW4SfM 7. 12 Sec. 19, T. SV.. R. 2IE.. containing do, T. AS,, It. 15V.,
"Sal,. Vo W.1 VW'iSWt
Scc. b, li't
ex.cittt- a contract within thirty davsj
M 1,095.33 acres. The improvements on this
Sec. 34. T. I'lV, R. JOE..
Sec. 8, All afl.r it has
mailed to him by the
SLMSWi
V., Sec. 7,
acres. The improvements nn this land con- l.,,i consist of f ' ":ng. value JIM.
ec. 11, All of Sees. 211, Pl..le I ati.l Offcc, said contract to provide
of Sec. 1'., S i
sist nf barn, v. . 11. reservoir, and fencing,
N., R. ,28, X!5, SUJi NWSK
Sale Nn. 547, SW'4 Sec. 12. T.
See. W, All of f..r the raiment
,,f the balance of ihe
HARRY S. BOWMAN
vn'ue $nnn.
The improve- See .10, K'j .N c. 33, N!i, W(jSWX Scc. J4,
containoig l'tl acres.
price of said tract of land in
Sec. 1.1 T. ION.. 24E.,
Sale Nn. 564. SV!4SW
ments nn this land consist of fencing, IT. 4N., K. loW.,
Sec. J, All of Sec. thirty equal, annual payments, with interR.
?'IF...
containing 40 acres. There are value M5.
d!
em
n
1,
X,
a'l
2,
rretl paymenls at the rate
Sec.
l.ott
4, SJi Sec. 5, NE;NWi
ATTORNEY AT LAW
no imtirovemetr . nn this land.
.f
21, T. ON., R. 24E
Sale No. 5 If, WA
NKJ4 Sec. IS, All of Sec.
ir ter ertu per annum, in advance,
4, SK!4
Sale Nn. 5'S VNF'j See. VI VW",NW'4
30 acres. The improvement on I'l, T. 3.N., K. 17W., SliSWK Sec. 5, All payni-n'and interest due nn October 1st
Sec. lit, loiiti.niing
Sec. 4, T. UN.. K. 2K.. .SEVSF-.
f fencing,
e Msjo
value $175.
of Scc. 7, Nh!4 Sec. 8, Sl.4 Sec. 12, All id of each year, and such ntlu r conditinns.
Laughlip Building
T UN'.. R.
containing l'fl acres. Thre
h'Sale No. 519. SWJiSWW Sec. 15, T. 9.N., Sees. 13, It, b, lo, Syit SW'i Sec. 17,
rts.riations and terms as may
are no imprnveii" n's on this land.
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Acabamos de recebir de
Barcelona Espanaungran
surtido del.bros de devo-cio- n
y de recreo en
Los siguintes son
algunos que podemos
correo pagado al
de suimporte:
40
Cuentos para Ninoa
40
Del Natura
30
.;
La Gorriona
40
Por un Piojo
50
Juan Miseria
Es-pan- ol.

en-vi- ar

re-ci-

Fabiola
Quo Vadis

$1-0-

1 00

1.00
Jeromin
Tenemos mucins otras
ll.?lorias y liVos de
mnden por !a,
lista-

Delgado-Sho- e

Co.

sale.
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State Land Office this fwcaty-arntKoretnnrT. A. D.. V16.
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IS HE FROM YOUR TOWN?

LAVSON REFUSES

MODEL

VILLA PURSUED

FOR SCULPTORS

KILLED

WILSON PEACE

BY BULLET

MEANT FOR ANOTHER

BUT TELLS COMMITTEE HE WILL
DO

SO

FORMAL.

TO MEXICO.

1

PREFERS. JAIL FOR LIFE

REBELSTORESATPARRAL

TO GIVING NAMES OF INFORMERS

CARRANZA

Western New(f)njit,r

I'lilon

"leak"
Washington, Jan.
to make its
investigation
first progress toward some
point Tui'Silay when Thomas W.
after much iiucstioning and urging, promised that, Hhould tile House
order a formal Inquiry he would disclose thii names of tlio Cabinet officer, the senator and the New York
broker who, lie said, a congressman
told him were engaged in a
partnership and had profited through udvunee Information of
Wilson's peace note.
To disclose tlic names to the Ilouso
rules committee Lawson repeatedly refused even when confronted with
three separate resolutions to put him
in contempt. For this refusal he gave
two reasons:
First. He contended the rules committee had no power to conduct a
thorough investigation including one
of the stock exchange such as he
urged, and he would not be assured
of an investigation if hi" disclosed the
names.
Second. Lawson said he considered
that disclosure of the names at this
time would have a disastrous effect
for the country and the administration. In preference to that ho preferred being punished for contempt of
Congress.
Congressmen questioned, cross
and pleaded in vain with the
Itoston financier to give the names of
the Informing congressman, the Cabinet officer and the senator.
"I cannot name the Cabinet officer
to whom 1 have referred without
mentioning another official of higher
position," said Lawson, "and that
would be more serious than if I cast a
cloud over the entire Congress anl
v.as sent to jail myself for life."
Bernard liaruch of New York on
the stand denied that he had any advance Information regarding President
Wilson's peace note. He denied as
absolutely false the charge that he
conferred with Secretary Tumulty at
the IJiltmore hotel In New York and
also denied that he was registered
He said he knew no broker
there.
Otto II.
by the name of "A. Curtis."
Kahn of Kuhn, Loch & Co., New York,
read into the record a statement do
nylng all connection with any "leak."
10.

Tin-

Piraeus, Greece. Ministers of the
entente powers Tuesday handed to the
Greek government an ultimatum, givt
ing" Greece
hours to comply with the demands contained in
the note drawn up by France, Great
ilritaln and Russia on Dec. 31.
Included in the ' ultimatum was a
request by the entente powers that
the Greek government fulfill at the
earliest possible moment the agreement of Dec. 14 regarding the transfer of Greek troops from Thessaly,
The ultimatum, after making its demands on Greece, gives Greece guarantees against any extension of the
revolutionary movement.
forty-eigh-

The invasion of Rumania by the
troops of the central powers continues
to progress. Ilerlin reports that the
Invaders, moving eastward into Moldavia from the Transylvania Alps region, are gaining ground step by step.
In this fighting the Teutonic allies,
according to Berlin, have taken 5,499
prisoners and captured three guns and
ten machine guns.
There is still vigorous fighting going on in northern Russia In the region of Riga. Berlin reports the repulse of Russian attacks on both sides
of the river Aa and between Frled- richstadt and the Mitau-Ola- l
road.
Civil War Veteran Dies.

London. John Davis, commandant
of the American Civil War veterans
in London is dead.

Hones Burned to Death.
Fire wrecked a big barn
and
at
Lafayette
streets, adjoining the stockyards,
to
death
seventy-fivhorses
burning
and causing an estimated loss of
Two firemen were injured.
Seventy-fiv-

e

Denver.

Forty-sevent-

e

$75,-00-

Ministry of Spain Resigns.
Madrid, Spain. Count Ronianones,
who has been premier in the Spanish
ministry since December, 1915, presented to King Alfonso the resignation
e
of the entire Cabinet and Prince
was appointed Premier.
Goil-trln-

Arizona Governorship Fight Delayed.
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 10. By agreement between attorneys for both aides
contest for govIn the
ernor, further argument in the Supreme Court Tuesday was postponed
Until Thursday.

V

t'nton News Service.

Paso, Tex. Parral Is expected to
bo the scene of the next general engagement between the forces of Francisco Villa and the Carranza troops of
tho north under the command of Gen.
Francisco Murguia. Villa has fled to
that place, where ho had sent eight
trains of loot from Torreon, and Gen.
Murguia is in pursuit, according to
the latest report received here by
Carranza Consul Soriano Bravo.

I.uw-Bo-

Allies Give Greece Forty-eigh- t
Hours
to Meet Demands,
Washington, Jan. 10. A note from
King Constantino of Greece to President Wilson, indorsing the President's
peace note to the belligerent nations,
has been received. In his note King
Constantino pictures Ih serious conditions in Greece resulting from acta
of the entente allies.

-
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GREEKS FACE STARVATION.

V-

v.'

ENVOY PREDICTS
EARLY SETTLEMENT OF
BORDER TROUBLE.

UNLESS ASSURED OF FULL
INVESTIGATION.
"WVatern

6ENATE PASSES JONES AMENDMENT TO HITCHCOCK RESOLU-

TO INTERCEPT
FILIBUSTERS CROSSING

U. S. CAVALRY

IF "LEAK" INQUIRY

IS MADE

NOTE INDORSED

BY GEN. MURGUIA

TO GIVE NAMES

,
This little
t y of three years was found at
and Clinton streets, New York
rlty, October ,'MI, and was taken to the
Children's society rooms. The child
Wore u gray .ivercoat,
suit of some coarse material that had
iieeii a woman s dress, a blue blouse,
black button hhoes and white stockings. From marks on his clothing the
police ascertained that he hud been In
several middle Western cities. As lie
annot talk, the police can learn noth-.timore. There Is a tiny nude under
'lis left ear at the angle of the Jaw,
inci n scar like that of a boll back of
Ids right ear 01. his neck. Does he
i Inn-.'
In your town
blue-eye-

brown-haired-

d

wine-colore-

g

V

SOMEONE MADE MONEY
ON

ALLEGED "LEAK" INFORMATION ABOUT PEACE NOTE.

Laredo, Tex. Four alleged Mexican
filibusters were either killed or badly
wounded In an encounter with troops
of the First New Hampshire infantry
at Zapata, Tex., according to reports
if
aching Laredo.
The same report says that Mexican
revolutionists have captured Ramilene
and Parral, two small villages about
ten miles below the border from Zapata.
It was learned that the unidentified
Villa general found among the dead
at Kiniiiiez fight was Jose Rodriguez.
The loss of Rodriguez and Martin Lo
pez will seriously weaken Villa's or
ganization, it Is said, as they were
among his most trusted chiefs.
ar
Mai. Gen. Frederick Funston
rived here on a special car attached
to the Southern Pacific train en route
to Yuma, Ariz., to begin an inspection
of the border troops in his district,
Gen. Funston was accompanied
by
Mrs. Funston and their two children,
who will go to tho coast for a visit
to Mrs. Funston's old home in Oak
land, Calif.
New

York.

treasurer of

Nicifero

Zamprano,

tho do facto government

in Mexico, recently sent to Washing
Declares He Makes Charges ton by Gen. Carranza as his personal
Against No One, and Tumulty
representative, issued a statement in
Issues Emphatic Denial.
which he predicted an early settlement
He based
of the border difficulties.
his belief, he declared, on the fact
Service.
News
Union
Western Newspaper
that the American government Is con
rumors
Smo'dering
Washington.
sidering seriously lifting at an early
that somebody made money in the date for the benefit of the Carranza
stock market with "leak" information government the embargo placed by
about the sending of President Wil- President Wilson, on the shipment of
son's peace note blazed up at a nota- arms into Mexico, the recall of Gen.
ble session of the House rules comPershing's expedition and the sending
mittee Friday at its first hearing on to Mexico of Ambassador Fletcher.
for
resolution
Wood's
Representative
As the result of his visit to Washinvestigation.
ington Mr. Zambrano said he had remade
he
declaring
Specifically
ported to Gen. Carranza that prospects
charges against no one and was pre- for an early adjustment of the exist
senting only information that had ing difficulties are very bright.
come to him. Wood brought in the
names of Secretary Tumulty, a "Mr.
Bill.
House to Rush
Boiling," a brother of President WilRailroad legislation
Washington.
son's wife, whom he did not further
desired by President Wilson to supidentify; Bernard Baruch, a New York
the Adamson law Is to be
stock operator; Otto H. Kahn of plement
in the House without waiting
pressed
&
&
Loeb
Co.;
Thompson
Kahn,
conanil Lamson Brothers & Co., for action by the Senate. After a
ference with the President and while
&
K.
F.
Hutton
W.
Chicago brokers;
the Senate committee was continuing
Co., New York brokers, and F. A. Conits hearings on the subject Represennolly & Co., a local brokerage house tative
Adamson, chairman of the
in which Wood said the "Mr. Boiling"
anHouse commerce
committee,
he referred to was a partner.
Wood nounced that within a few days he
Much of his
information.
would introduce and seek the passage
said, came in a letter from A. Curtis, of
bills designed to prevent railroad
an independent New Y'ork slock operemployes from striking without giving
ator.
When Secretary Tumulty learned sixty days' notice, and to empower tho
that Representative Wood had men- President to place tied up roads in the
tioned his name he issued a formal hands of military authorities in case
statement demanding a public apology of public necessity.
and denying flatly that he even knew
Million Dollars for Park Highway.
of the President's peace note before
it was made public.
Washington. Allotments of the anfund provided, in
nual million-dollaList of Appointments to Senate.
connection witn the federal good
Denver. The list of appointments roads law for roads and trails in namade by Gove rnor Carlson during the tional forests are announced as folvacation period of the State Legisla- lows: Alaska, $46,354; Arizona,
ture was sent to the Senate for confirCalifornia, $140,988;
Colorado,
mation Monday morning, and went $02,575; Idaho, $108,730; Montana.
over "for further consideration."
$70,043; Nevada, $19,920; New Mexico, $42,495; Oregon, $128,111; South
Villa Forces Suffer Repulse.
Dakota, $8,092; Utah, $41,167; WashEl Paso, Tex. Carranza forces now ington, $91,944; Wyoming, $40,684. A
occupy Jimlnez, Santa Rosalia and total of $9,995 has been allotted to
Parral, while Francisco Villa and his Florida, Michigan, Minnesota, Nestaff have fled to the State of
braska, North Dakota and Oklahoma.
over the branch railroad from
Parral to El Oro, Durango.
Lord Curzon Weds Second American.
of Earl
London. The marriage
Bandits Kill Two Members of Posse.
Nowata, Okla. Two members of a Curzon of Kedleston and Mrs. Grace
posse were killed and one probably Elvina Duggan took place privately
A small luncheon party
fatally wounded In a fight with a band in London.
of robbers eighteen miles northeast of followed.
here.
Greek Ship Torpedoed.
Brest. Greek steamer Sappho,
England Wants Copper.
London. Supplies of unwrought
tons, has been torpedoed. Nine of
copper have been requisitioned by the the crew were saved and the fate of
the rest is unknown.
government.
Wheat Hits $2 and Corn $1 Mark.
Wyoming Legislature Meets.
Chicago, Jan. 8. For the first time
Cheyenne. The submission of a war prices on wheat here touched
amendment providing Jan. 8 a
constitutional
goal, $2 a
for state-widprohibition is the prin bushel. No. 2 red winter wheat for
cipal legislative matter to come before immediate delivery was sold at that
the Fourteenth Wyoming Legislature, price, an advance of about 6c since
which met Jan. 9.
Saturday. Pressing demand for shipment to Europe and for domestic milling needs were generally accepted reaSignal Corps Under Quarantine.
El Paso, Tex. The Colorado signal sons for the rise. Simultaneous with
company is under quarantine at Camp the ascent of wheat, other grain went
Stewart as a preventive measure soaring. The corn market jumped to
against the possibility of typhus fever above $1 a bushel and barley touched
$1.
developing.
Wood

Anti-Strik- e

r

$58,-C0-

Dur-rang- o

d

e

Mrs. Samuel Taylor Dorsett, daughter of a North Carolina mountaineer
farmer, is the perfect model for a number of Junoesque figures which have
)rought considerable- - fame to the sculp-:or- s
who made them. Her figure, an Inch
less than six feet tall and perfectly pro-

portioned, wns reproduced by Paul
liartlett in the central figure of the
new house of representatives
pediment. The figure of Panama on the
llplomas of uward bestowed by the
I'linaiiia-Pacifiexposition is hers. She
ippeurs in the mural paintings of S. Y.
Turner in the state capital nt Madison,
iVIs.
Mrs. Dorsett was reared on oue
if the sides of Mt. Mitchell In the
'Sapphire country." Much of her life
ins been spent in the open.
c

0

i

BY 48 TO 17 VOTE.

Gloversville, N. T. John Elklnherg
nnd his wife are locked up in the Fulton county Jail ot Johnstown In con
of Edward
INVADERS TAKE BRAILA nection with the shooting
Ostrander, proprietor of the River-viehotel nt Northville. Sheriff William J. Shepnrd snys both have con
DOBRUDJA
REPORTED CLEARED fessed thnt Elklnherg fired the shot
that killed Osberg shortly before mid
OF RU8SIAN AND RUMANIAN
night, as he stood in the hotel office
ARMIES.
talking with John Hettinger.
According to the sheriff, Elklnherg
admits quarreling with Bettlnger, nnd
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
the bullet thnt killed Ostrnnder was
Berlin, Jan. 9. Another of Ru- Intended for Bettlnger. The shot was
mania's fortresses has fallen into the fired by someone on the outside of
hands of the Teutonic allios. Keeping
up their intensive forward movement
along the railroad line northward into
Moldavia, Field Marshal von Mackensen's troops have taken Fokshani and
with It nearly 4,000 prisoners and
some cannon and machine guns.
In the region of Riga the Russians
have taken trenches from the Ger
mans near the village of Kalnzem and
in addition captured prisoners, ma
chine guns, trench mortars and one
heavy battery.
In Volhynla, near Novo Selkl, and
in Galicia north of Zborow, the Ger
mans
have
advances
attempted
against the Russians, but were re
pulsed, according to Petrograd.

Supreme Court Sustains Webb.Kenyon
Law and West' Virginia Act Restraining Liquor Imports.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington.

In the most sweeping

of all decisions upholding prohibition

laws the Supreme Court upheld as
constitutional and valid the Webb- Kenyon law prohibiting shipments of
liquor from wet to dry states. It also
sustained
West Virginia's recent
amendment to her law prohibiting
importation in interstate commerce of
liquor for personal use.
After having been vetoed by Presi
dent Taft, who held it unconstitutional, and having been repassed by
Congress over his veto, the law was
sustained by the Supreme Court by a
vote of 7 to 2. Leaders of the pro
hibition movement declare it is second
only in Importance to the proposed
constitutional amendment.
Lawyers
for liquor interests who heard the decision admitted It upheld and applied
the law "in its fullest sense."
Chief Justice White announced the
majority opinion, to which Justices
Holmes and Van Devanter dissented.
Justice McReynolds, while agreeing
with the majority decision, did not
concur in the opinions.
Villistas Killed.
Chihuahua City. In a battle that
lasted three days, government forces
won a decisive victory over a rebel
command near Guerrero, with the loss
to Villa of 25 men dead, 140 prisoners
and an immense amount of loot,
while another important success was
registered at the same time at Busta- mante, south of Santa Rosalia, where
the rebels left behind them over CO
dead and a quantity of supplies in
Eighty-Fiv-

e

their retreat.

Greek Steamer Sent to Bottom.
Paris. The torpedoing by a submarine of the Greek steamship Siripiros
is reported in a Havas dispatch from
Corunna, Spain. Twelve men of the
crew were saved by the fishing boat
San Jose. A Havas dispatch from El
Ferrol, Spain, says the captain and
twelve members of the crew of the
Siripiros have been landed on the
beach at Cobas.
Women Burn to Death,
Forty-siwomen were
Montreal. Forty-siburned to death in a fire that destroyed St. Ferdinand de Halifax
asylum, at St Ferdinand de Halifax,
Megantic county, Quebec, according
to a report received here.
Proposes Thirteenth Farm Loan Bank
Washington. Assailing the Federal
Farm Loan Board for not locating a
farm loan bank in Colorado or adja
cent territory, Senator Shafroth intro
duced a bill to create a thirteenth
farm loan bank district to include
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New
Mexico and establish the bank in
Denver. The new arrangement would
take Colorado and New Mexico from
the district controlled by the Wichita
bank, Wyoming from the Omaha
bank and Utah from the Berkeley,
Cal., district
x

x

The Shot Was Fired From the

Out-sid-

the hotel, nnd crashing through the
glass of a front window, struck
in the back of the head, kill-

ing him Instantly.
Elklnberg was arrested ut 2:30 a. m.
nt the point of a revolver nt his home
on the river rond. According to the
sheriff, lie had a gun in his hands
when the officers entered his home.
He and his wife were taken to the
Central powers are pressing back RIvervlew hotel, where
they were put
Rumanians and Russians upon Sereth through n grilling over the body of
river line, 100 miles long. In southern the dead man nnd the alleged conMoldavia Von Mackensen has occu- fession obtained.
pied five more towns. North of Braila
Russians and Rumanians have retired
across the Sereth. Sovere fighting Is
TAKES HER SUN BATH
going on near Riga at the northern
end of the Russian line. Germans claim
victories south of Riga and Petrograd
Chicago.
Mystery In Lnke
announces a victory to the west of
Forest. Herman White comes
that city. Raids end artillery actions
galloping Into the office of Chief
continue on the western front. TurMagulre. Woman dead.
a
of
British
attack
key reports repulse
Hair on end. Hurry
on the Tigris river front and of Rusup. Chief and police grab nuto.
sian attacks In Persia.
Rush to John Chapman estate.
There she is. Furs nnd silks.
She's rending
Washington. Senator Jones' substiHoly mackerel
tute for the Hitchcock resolution lnn tnngnzine. She speaks. "What
IlCDIUCUb
HUDUUB
do you want?" They speak.
UUIOlUg
whtph annrAlrna tho rnltaat for
"We thought you were dead."
She speaks. "I'm taking n sun
peace terms without indorsing tho
note itself, was passed late Friday by
bath. Run along." They spenk.
She
"What's
the Senate, 48 to 17. The Jones
your name?"
amendment reads:
speaks. "None of your busi
ness.
That's all.
"Resolved, That the Senate approves and strongly indorses the request by the President in the diplomatic notes of Dec. 18 to the nations
LONG-LOSCHILD
now engaged in war that the nations FINDS HER
slate the terms upon which peace
Search of Twelve Years Rewarded and
might be discussed."
Mother Gets Writ to Compel Return
of the Girl Intrusted to Family.
Berlin.
chief
Braila, Rumania's
commercial city, has been captured by
New Haven. Mrs. Florence Pedmore
the Germans and Bulgarians, accord
found in a high
ing to the official announcement, of Hartford, Conn.,
which says: "It is reported that In school at New Haven her
daughter, Dorothy, whom she lost
Great Wallachla the main commercial
and for whom she
city of the Rumanians, Braila, has twelve years ago
been captured by German and Bul- kept up a continuous search since. Her
led her through Philadelphia,
garian troops. Dobrudja has been en search
over the mountains of Pennsylvania,
tirely cleared of the enemy."
as far west as Chicago and to parts
of Connecticut.
Lawson Appears In Investigation,
Mrs. Pedmore said she resided In
Tom Lawson apWashington.
Philadelphia twelve years ago when
peared Monday before the committee she paid a visit to her mother In PittsInvestigating the alleged "leak" of the burgh, and for so doing her husband
presidential peace note, and declined deserted her. The Briekleya lived In
to give the name of his informant, and the latter city and she allowed her
Secretary Lansing and Secretary Tu child to live with them. Suddenly they
multy also denied giving out advance moved away and she was unable to
information.
locate them.
Recently she received a letter from
Hundred Sick Soldiers Leave Border. New Haven, Conn., saying her da ugh
Tucson, Ariz. With 100 sick sol tec was In a Pennsylvania town. She
diers aboard the United States army hunted the writer of the letter Instead
In New
hospital service train was en route and found the Brickley family
Mrs. Pedmore 's a hairdresser
Monday from Nogales to Fort Bliss, Haven.
where it will pick up more sick men and says she Is able to support Doro
and depart for Hot Springs, Ark, thy and give her a good education.
Major Bailey is in charge ot the train.
CORPSE GREETS MOURNERS
New Fish Hatchery for Colorado,
Washington. Colorado is to get an- Friends Found Man They Thought
Dead Smiling and in Best
The United
other fish hatchery.
of Health.
States Senate committee of merchant
marine and fish hatcheries says so.
friends
Cleveland, O.
of Frank Bartek ot No. 4156 East One
May Withdraw Over Mexico R. R.
d
street who
Columbus, N. M. Artillery, infantry Hundred and Twenty-thirand quartermaster commands in Gen. came to Cleveland the other day to
his funeral and offer sympathy
Pershing's punitive expedition may attend
be brought to the border over the to his family, learned be was very
Mexico Northwestern railroad instead much alive.
When they entered the house, in
of overland from Colonia Dublan, Mex- stead
of gazing on his face in a coffin,
ico, to Columbua. The transportation
him in
chair smiling and
of the less mobile forces over the Mex- they saw as
happy and healthy as
ican railroad is being discussed here looking
as a possibility by army officers. The could be. I even went to the morgue
officers here differ, however, as to the to "Why.
interview my corpse," he said jokexpediency of the arrangement at this ingly to his friends who dropped into
time.
his saloon at No, 12 St Clair avenue,
N. W, and expressed surprise on see
The Third Arizona Legislature.
Phoenix. Aril, Jan. 8 With all but ing him there.
A man who died of exposure sev
less than half a dozen members of the
eral days ago had been identified as
Legislature on the ground, the third Mr. Bartek.
regular session will begin today.
Whether it will take a recess until
Five Boys Killed In Cave-Iafter the Supreme Court has passed
West Baltimore, Md. Five boys
on the application of Thomas E. were
buried alive In the cave-i- n of
Campbell for a writ of mandamus to sandbank here. Four were taken out
over
to
turn
compel Governor Hunt
dead and the fifth, Frank Davis, aged
the papers of the office to him, could fourteen years, was so badly crushed
memnot be learned, but many of the
few boon
that hi death occurred
ber favor an. organization and an ad- later.
journment from day to day until the
Supreme Court "eta.
Goshal-might-
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DENVER MARKET8.

Cattle.
Steers, (hay fed), good to
$7 2508.25
choice
Steers (hay fed), fair to
6 757.25
good
Steers, grassers, good to
7 ,008.25
choice
Steers, grassers, fair to
6 507.00
good
6 75&7.50
Heifers, prime
Cows (hay fed), good to
6.;.257.00
choice
Cows ((hay fed), fair to
5 506.25
good
6 256.75
Cows, grassers (good)
5 306.25
Cows, grassers (fair)
4 00 to; 5.25
Cows, canners
7. 50&i8.W
Veal calves
4 50&5.50
Bulls
4 oOufS.50
Feeding cows
6 257.60
Breeding heifers
Feeders and stockers, good
7, 007.75
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
6c 007.00
to good
Feeders and stockers, com
5. 750G.25
mon to fair
Hogs.

Good hogs

Wethers

10.2510.75

Sheep.

$ 9.50CT10.0O

10.i5
12.00

Yearlings
Lambs
Kwes

7.50

10.75
12.85
8.25

10.0010.90

Feeder lambs
Feeder ewes

6.75

0.00

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.
Hay.

Paris. "The Greek royal army Is
only awaiting orders from Germany
to attack the allios," said M. Diomede,
former Greek minister of finance, to
the Temps. M. Diomede now Is In
Paris on a special mission for Ellptberios Venlzelos, the
and
head of the provisional Greek gov
ernment.

Rome, Jan. 9. The conference be
tween members of the entente allied
governments was brought to a close
and it is announced that the conference established once again the complete unity of views of the entente al
U.S. RULING ON DRY LAW lies on the various questions down for
discussion, and that the statesmen
present will leave Rome with a strong
coHOLDS WET STATES CAN'T SHIP resolution to introduce greater
ordination in their efforts for the sucTO DRY ONES.
cessful issue of the war.

Buffalo Bill in Critical Condition.
Colorado Myatery Brought Up Again.
Col. W. F. Cody was
Denver.
Los Angeles, Calif. Mrs. Irene Barrett, alleged to have been murdered, brought here from Glenwood Springs
with ber son, Raymond Wright, by Sunday in a critical condition. If his
her husband, Benton Barrett, aged condition will permit he will be taken
Santa Monica rancher, was said by to his borne at Cody, Wyo. Hi wife
Dr. L. L. Clock to be a "Mrs. Myrtle and daughter are in Denver with him.
nrasvVtt
In
ttivotaHnni
Funston Inspect Arizona Troop.
death in Pagosa springs, coio., oy Harvard Man on Tariff Commission.
' Tama, Arts. Major General Fred- Tyrol Avalanches Kill Sixty Persona. which she collected $30,000 insurance. j Washington. Prot Frank W. TausGenera. Sixty persons were killed Dr. Clock, held in the county Jail, sig of Harvard accepted a place on
erick Funston on his trip along; the
border inspected the Fourteenth In- by avalanches in the Tyrol during De- charged with a statutory crime, iden- the tariff commission and probably
The other
tified a photograph of Mrs. Barrett as will be made chairman.
cember, according to Innsbruck
fantry troops stationed here.
four member will be announced later.
that of "Mrs. Wright"
Rivers Bill Ready.
Washington. The annual river and
harbor bill, carying $29,000,000 for
continuing old projects and $10,000,-00as initial appropriations for new
work, was completed in committee
and is ready to be reported to the
House.
$39,000,000

TION

Man and His Wife Are Arrested
in the Murder of Hotel Proprietor at Northville.

LATE
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Buying Prices.
Colorado upland, per ton.$14.5015.50
Nebraska upland, per ton 12.0013.00
Second bottom Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton . . 12.0013.00
17.0018.00
Timothy, per ton
12.0013.0O
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, per
17.0018.0O
ton
San Luis Valley, per ton.. 14.0015.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton . 16.0O17.0O
4.00
5.00
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Wheat, ch. mill., 100 lbs., buying. $2.87
Rye, Colo., bulk 100 lbs., buying. 1.85
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. 1.85
1.85
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
1.95
Corn chop, sack, selling
1.92
Corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs, selling 1.50
Flour.
Hungarian Patent

$4.40

Dressed Poultry,
Less 10 Per Cent Commission.
20
28
Turkeys, fancy D. P
22
20
Turkeys, old torus
16
15
Turkeys, choice
16
17
Hens, fancy
18
17
Springs, lb
14
Ducks, young
17
16
Geese
7
8
Roosters
Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F. O. B. Denver:
15
Hens, 5 lbs. and over, lb
13
Hens, under 5 lbs., lb
12
15
Springs, lb
06
Roosters
22
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over.... 20
13
Ducks, young
14
Ceese
la
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
40
Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F. O. B.
30
Denver
Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
less commission
12.00
Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade,
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Process
Packing stock

lb...3839
3435

34

27

Fruit.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box. . ,$1.002.00
Pears, Colo., winter, box... 2.503.00
Vegetables.
$
1.50
Carrots, cwt
08
.10
Cauliflower, lb.
h.
Celery, Pascal,
gr., doz.. .35 .60
17
.20
Onions, table, doz
Onions, cwt
3.004.00
2.50 3.00
Potatoes, cwt
MISCELLANEOUS"

MARKETS.

Metal Market Quotations.
Silver, New York 75 c.
Lead, per 100 lbs. $7.60.
Copper, per 100 lbs. $28.37.
Spelter, St. Louis, per 100 lbs.
$9.15.

Boulder. TungsterTconcentrates, 60
per cent, $15 per unit; crude ores, 60
per cent, $15; 25 per cent, $9.40 to $12;
10 per cent, $8.70 to $10 per unit
Butter, Eggs and Poultry.
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 33
39c.

Eggs
Firsts, 39 40c; ordinary
firsts, 35 36c; at mark, cases included, 3240c.
Fowls, 18c; spring.
Poultry

19c.

Cotton Market
New York. Cotton January, 18.25;
March, 18.45; May, 18.72; July, 18.78;
October, 17.53.
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $1 98
6 $2.00; No. 3 red. $1.921.94; No. 2
hard. $1.97
1.99; No. 3 hard, $1.98
1.97.

Corn
yellow,

No. 2 yellow, 97?499c; No. 4
No. 4 white, 96

9598c;
97c.
Oats No. 1

white, 66
dard,
Rye No. 3. $1.42.
Barley $1.00 1.34.
Timothy $3.50 (a 5.50.
Clover $12.00617.00.

6758c.

58c; stan-

Pork- - -- $29.00.
$15.70.

Lard

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Hogs
Chicago.
Bulk, $10,300
10.70; light $9.90010.60; mixed, $10.18
6 10.75; heavy, $10.25010.80; rough,
I10.2510.40; pigs, $7.75 g 9.65.
Cattle Native beef cattle, $7.50 9
11.80; Western steers, $7.3510.00;
stockers and feeders, $5.35 8.40;
cows and heifers, $4.3010.00; calves,
$9.00013.25.
Sheep Wethers, $9 2510.50; ewea,
$6.75 10.00; lambs $ll.S0tg 13.85.
Elgin Butter.
Elgin, m. Butter Receipts, 30 tuba

4 39c

ARRANGED FOR

IFOR
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House of Nine Rooms That
Sure to Please the
Appreciative.
COZY

NOOKS

ARRANGED

tlve corner In which to read or Just to
It and think. These little nooka are
sometimes built merely as a small seat
set back alongside the fireplace. Sometimes they are alcoves and other times
are really a part of the living
T they
room find are lurge enough to hold the
fireplace and some bookcases.
The one shown In this plan is of the
Is Inst type. It is separated from the
living room liy a colonnade which contains a small bookcase on each side,
Another bookcase could be placed
along the wall opposite the seat The
seat extends from the fireplace along

Member of the Family May Have
Hia or Her Particular
J'Corner" aa They

,

to'"'

BfPR

Use Rich Gas Mixture' in Starting
tor on Cold Days Provide

De-ai-

It

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of thla
paper. On account of his wide experience
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, Without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
stamp for reply.
Every home owner who has an op
portunity to spend a very considerable
part of his time at home desires in
bis house as ninny features which will
contribute to his comfort as It Is possible to Include In the design. The
arrangement of the rooms and the
character of the special features will
depend upon the personal taste of
those who select the design. There
are certain features, however, which
are appreciated by almost anyone who
Is Interested in homes.
There are features which must be
Included for each member of the family. Undoubtedly the most important
member of the family to be considered
Is the "lady of the house." If the average family Is considered, she will no
two-ce- nt

y

8econd-Floo- r

OF SKIM

MILK

Heretofore the difference between
the percentage of butterfat In Jersey
cows' milk and that of Holsteln's has
been often emphasized. Only recently
has the fuet been known that there Is
considerable difference In protein.
Chemical analyses made by A. E.
Perkins, dairy chemist at the Ohio experiment station, show that milk from
Jersey cows has a higher percentage
of protein and sugar than Ilolsteln
milk. Guernsey milk Is quite similar

RW

Plan.

one wall under the windows. On the
opposite side of the fireplace Is a
small bookcase. This nook will either
serve as a cozy, secluded corner or it
can be considered as a part of the
large living room.
The living room Is very .attractive
and is well lighted so as to be bright
and cheerful.
The bnsement Is a very Important
part of this design. In a house as
large as this one, a good bnsement Is
necessary for several reasons. In the
first place. It is desirable to have an
efficient and satisfactory heating plant ;
and this cannot be accomplished un- -

English Prize Guernsey.
to that of the Jersey, while Ayrshire
milk is intermediate between that of
these two breeds and the Ilolsteln.
These nnuiyses Indlcute thnt the per
centage of protein In milk Increases
with the tut content, but not In proSkim milk from Ilolsteln
portion.
milk having 3.3 per cent fut contained
3.5 per cent protein, while Jersey milk
tested 4.7 per cent fut and 4.1 per cent
protein. The varlution In the sugar
content showed a similar tendency.
Interesting and Cozy House.
Thus the fut content of milk offers
doubt spend more time In the house less there Is plenty or head room. The a
practical basts to compute the com
than any other member. It also falls basement under this house should also
to her duty to keep the house In order be large enough so that It can be used position of skim milk derived from it,
and make It a place which will be for various purposes. A laundry
sufficiently attractive to hold the fnnv should be built and enreful attention RIGHT SPEED FOR SEPARATOR
lly at home. The preparation of meals to Its design with regnrd to convenIs the most persistent of duties. The iences will be time well spent. In some Often Nearly
f
of Fat May Be
housewife cannot be expected to suc- corner, as far from the heating plant
Found In Skim Milk When Maceed In making an Ideal home unless as possible, a storeroom should be prochine Is Run Slowly.
the house Is arranged to help her car vided for fruits and vegetables. A
As much as 50 per cent variation in
ry on her duties In her own way. small workshop cou'd also be provided
Special attention Is required In the In some part of the basement that is the richness of cream may be obtained
living room to enable her to make this not being otherwise used.
by variation In speed of operating the
room the center of attraction. The
The basement Is reached by stairs separator. If normal speed is 55
kitchen and Its connected rooms must that open into the back hall on the turns of the crank per minute, 75 turns
be arranged to eliminate lost motion. first floor. All the rooms on the first will bring rich cream and 25 turns will
The dining room must be fitted so that floor, with the exception of the dining bring thin cream. A greut deal of fat
she may make her cut glass and other room, can be reached through this hall. Is lost in the skim milk when low speed
dining-rooof
furnishings as attractive A back ball such as this has a marked Is used. Sometimes nearly
effect In preserving the privacy of the fut may be found In the skim milk
as possible.
As a rule the "man of the house" each of the rooms, as It Is not neces- when the separator has been run too
demands little more than a cheerful sary to go through other rooms to slowly.
This demonstrates the fact
and comfortable place where be may reach any one room.
that there Is only one speed for ecoOne bedroom Is provided on this nomical operation of the separator,
spend his evenings. Most men, espe
cially those who find pleasure In an floor and also a bathroom. The den and that Is the right speed. This speed
r
or sewing room can also be pressed Is indicated on the crank handle.
cigar, are partial to
house In which there is a room which Into service as a bedroom If the oc
may be fitted up as a den. In this casion demands. This will hardly be MILK STOOL IS CONVENIENT
room there must be a comfortable necessary, as there are four more bed
rooms on the second floor. Another
Waist of
bathroom Is also located on the second Device Buckled Around
Milker by Means of Straps Is Alwin
tn
floor.
Raj
ways Ready for Use.
On the opposite side of the house
from the bedroom, on the first floor, Is
A very handy stool for use In milkthe dining room and the kitchen. The
BebSh
kitoich
I
ing the cows in yard or field may be
to
room
Is
connected
the
living made as follows: It is merely a
dining
A
room by double swinging doors.
stool to which are attached four
Is
built against
large convenient buffet
one wall of the dining room opposite
the windows. There ore three fairly
wide windows along the wall and also
a smaller one that opens to the front
porch. There Is also another small
window opposite this.
One-Hal-

one-ha- lf

after-dinne-
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Plan.

chair, table and smoking outfit for the
man himself, and such other furniture
as will be required to fit the room for
guests. The walls of thla room are
quite often bung with the various
equipment and spoils of fishing and
bunting trips, and a large and divers!
fled assortment of other trinkets with
whlcb there Is associated the memories
of pleasant days. The best rug In the
house has no place In this den; beauty must give way to comfort
The young sons of the house require
tne least attention as lar as bouse ar
rangement Is concerned. Their Inter
est In life centers In the
The young daughters must be consid
ered with a little more care. Their
love for home must be cultivated and
made to develop In the most healthful and pleasant surroundings.
The
grownup sons and daughters divide
their Interest between their own rooms
and the living rooms. For obvious
reasons, the daughters desire special
attention given the living room and Its
connecting nooks and cozy corners.
The house shown In the accompanying Illustrations contains many features which will please all of the
members of the average family. Its
exterior Is distinctive and homelike.
There Is a brick porch, and the walls
of the house are finished with shingles. Details of trim are carefully
bandied throughout The room arrangement Is especially well taken care of.
A cosy little nook Is a most desirable feature to have In a house if It
Is at all possible to Include It In the
plans. It makes a aulet and attrae-- j

The Call of Courage.

I think that the American people, as
distinctly at least as any other, will

always demand courage In those who
aspire to Instruct and to guide them.
. . It bas come to be a sort of
Inherited virtue, as if mingled with the
Iron and fibrin of the blood; and any
scholar, however familiar with manifold knowledges, however apt and copious In speech, who has not this, who
Is timid in his convictions, vogue and
hesitant in their expression, unwilling
to take risks on their behalf, who fears
opposition, Is fettered before difficulty,
or Is daunted in heart by vociferous
resistance will certainly here have
lost his chance of moral leadership. He must be free of the times
before he can mold them. If his spirit
Is one that others can master or scare
Into silence, he may dismiss the
thought of any high function, as belonging to him, when be stands In
front of difficult work, or amid the
sharp conflicts of human opinion.
Richard Salter Storrs.
Does Very Well.
"So you are going out West for the
first time?"
Tea. All the knowledge I have of
that part of the country waa acquired
shows."
at moving-pictur- e
"Then you have a pleasant surprise
In store. The West Is not Inhabited
chiefly by impossible cowboys, spectacular sheriffs and beauteous maidens
who never get a minute's rest from the
d
unwelcome attentions of
Birmingham Age-Hdesperadoes."
ald.
half-bree-

Effect of Cutting Diamond.

In the process of cutting about CO
per cent In weight of the rough stone
lost and this, added to the cost of
cutting and the rarity of these fine
gems, partly accounts for the high cost
of the finished diamond.

Mo-

Solution for the
Radiator.

Guernsey Milk, Like That of Jersey,
Has High Percentage of Protein
and 8ugar.

BtDRH

Recent Invention That Simplifies Job
Which Is Usually Laborious
Out en the Road,

EXPERT TELLS MOTORISTS HOW
TO AVOID FROST DAMAGES.

FOR
Each

TOOL

IMPROVE CHARACTER OF BREEDING STOCK

.

COMPOSITION

Interior Conitruetlon Such That

NEW

HINTS FOR WINTER

A Convenient Stool.

straps connected with a broad strap
Is buckled around the waist The
stool Is quickly fastened to the milker
and Is always in a position so one can
sit down anywhere. Such a stool with
a short leg Is also useful in the garden.

that

CAUSE

INDIGESTION

IN

CALF

Every year motorists find themselves overlooking the fact that Jack
Frost is no respeetor of persons and
automobiles and that be will go out
of bis wuy to pay his respects to the
radiator and congeuling the water
therein and In the wuter Juckets of
the cylinders cause a pretty repair
bill and deny the owner the use of his
cur for a week or more. Pointing out
bow owners can get the most service
and pleasure out of their curs during
the winter mouths, un expert suid :
"The first full of snow no longer Is
viewed with alarm by motorcar owners It no longer Is the signal for
them to put their curs away until
spring. More and more car owners
are coming to realize that In keeping
their curs in dead storage for three
or four mouths every year they are
carrying an Idle investment, besides
doing the car more hurm than good.
Disuse breeds depreciution as surely
as does misuse.
"On cold days help your starting
motor by providing a rich gus mixture. I'rlme the carburetor In the
usuul wuy, or, better still, choke the
air inlet. Some cars have this carburetor adjustment plunger conven
iently located on dush. Not all of the
gasoline in the rich mixture will reuch
the cylinder much of It will condense
on the cold walls of the intake maul
fold. So you will understand why It is
wise to provide us rich a mixture at
the curburetor as is possible, and the
cureful owner will take this means of
removing a good share of the burdeu
from his battery.
'Tuke warning now nnd provide
yourself with a few gallons of denatured alcohol and when the weather
turns In a decided manner feed a little
Into the radiator, thus Insuring your
self agulnst damage that surely will
come otherwise. The proportions de
It will
pend upon the temperature.
solution of ulso- require a
hol to prevent freezing ut 25 degrees,
und a
solution will tuke
cure of the wuter system down to
zero. As low us 10 below, the solution
should be 30 per cent, nnd If the mer
cury happens to drop to 15 degrees
below the percentage will be 35 of
ulcohol, whereus ten more degrees be
low will require a
solution.
At present prices glycerin is out of
the question as an antifreezing agent
besides, alcohol Is fur better and
cheuper, even If It does tend to evapo-rut- e
easily.
"Cover your radiator when the car
Is allowed to stund Idle, und If It Is
to remain In the cold for uny lengbh
of time let It fuce the wind nnd not
back up Into It. If left in the latter
position the wind has a clear pussuge
under the cur and above the drip-puto the motor.
"It requires no more effort to do
things correctly thun It does to do
them wrongly, nnd luck of understund-InIs the only burrler. Watch the little details."
n

g

FOR WOMAN MOTORISTS
Milady wears fur garments
least, must have them
when she motoring goes.

or,

at

Heavy, soft cloth In a variety of colors is used extensively, but the wraps
must have deep fur collars and cuffs.
Ocelot and raccoon are two of the
popular furs now being used on the
outer garments.
long,
d

For exceedingly cold weather fur
hats are used, and fur hat trimming Is
demanded with fur garments.

Trains Have No Choice.
"Trains have no choice of routes;
they must run on the rails and their
patrons require that they be on time,
If possible. On the contrary, motor
car drivers can choose their own routes
and the occupants of such machines
usually are not pressed for time.
"If automobile drivers would make
It a habit to associate the sight of a
grade crossing and Its advance notices
with the sight of a traffic policeman.
and control their machines accordingly,
grade crossing accidents would cease.
No man Is Immune to the accidents at
grade crossings which are so frequent
with the constantly growing use of the
automobile.
New Use for Oats.
One of our Fort Peck reservation
Indians did a queer stunt with his
auto last week. He had a leaky tube
and no patches, so he filled the tube
with oats and ran in some water. All
went merrily for three miles till the
oats swelled too much and there was
a blowout and a ride home on the
rim. This Is a new wrinkle and not
patented yet Brockton (N. D.) Bulletin.

Made Himself a Brake.
Found From Experience That Slight
The novice at the auto wheel can
Variation in Temperature Will
draw courage and confidence from the
Bring en Disorder.
experience of Otto Huffman, a Phlllips-bur- g
(Pa.) butcher. While taking a
Under natural conditions, milk con
trial spin with his new machine, all
sumed by the young calf has a tem- went
well until Otto tried to work the
perature of approximately 100 degrees. brake.
Falling to connect with the
It has been found by experience that
right lever be Jumped from the seat,
a slight variation from this temperagrabbed the rear wheel and brought
ture may cause Indigestion.
the car to a standstill by main
Especially is this true with calves
strength.
under two months of age.
First American Pneumatic.
Handle Calf Carefully.
The first American-mad- e
penumatic
The growing calf is a beautiful and
tires for motor cars were manufacturinteresting animal and deserves good ed in the summer of 1896 20
years
treatment Handle It with all gentleat the expense of the Winton
ness and it
you with affec- ago
tion. The milking of the good cow Is company. For the front wheels 34 by
4s were used, and for the back wheels
begun with the calf.
36 by 4s. Needless to say, these tires
were of the single-tub- e
type.
Dairy Advantage.
Another advantage of dairying Is
Uncle Eben.
that it provides
steady Income
"A man has to be smart to git his
throughout the year. Ton harvest corn own
way," said Uncle Eben ; "and even
and wheat once a year. Ton harvest
matter to know bow to manage It
milk twice
and
turn
Into
It
day
after ho gits
ready cash.
j
will-repa-

it

Until recent years the job of replacing a punctured or blown tire while out
on the roud somewhere has been a
mighty laborious job and one which
has caused a good many unkind words
to be spoken into the Innocent atmosphere. Then the advent of the demountable rim made a big Improvement In things. With one of these and
a properly-Inflatetire on It, mounted
somewhere on the rear or the side of
the car, one did not worry much about
the possibility of delay from a puncture or a blowout. If either of them
happened, all that was necessury was
to Juck up the wheel, tuke off a half- d

if
r i

.

HERD OF KANSAS 8HORTHORN BULL CALVES.
s
breeding
Importation of
animals improves the stock of any
country and tends towards uniformity,
according to E. N. Wentworth, professor of animal breeding In the Kansas
State Agricultural college.
"Uniformity In any breed Is obtained
by an Interchange of animals between
different sections of the world," said
Professor Wentworth. "Argentina now
buys some Shorthorns from the United
States instead of buying her entire
supply from England, so as to keep
her Improved stock equal to that of
this country. The Introduction of high-claImported animals Into any herd
brings In fresh trnlts which will often
Improve the character of the anlmuls
produced.
Regains Lost Characteristics.
"Characteristics which have been
lost as a result of a change of location or modified methods of selection
will be regained In many cases by the
Introduction of animals from the original home of the breed. The first
thnt were Imported Into the
United Stutes were fulr dulry animals,
but since selection for high production
was not rigidly applied, their offspring
did not progress so rapidly as other
breeds until Importation from Ayrshire assumed reasonable proportions.
Now the best Ayrshire butterfat record
rivals that of the Jersey."
From the advertising standpoint the
Importation of purebred animals Is
advantageous, believes Professor Wentworth. People as a rule think of Imported animals as superior to home- first-clas-

g

Tool.

dozen nuls or so, pull off the demount
able rim und the wounded tire, slip the
good one on Its place, screw the nuts
back In place, mount the wounded tire
in the place of the good one and drive
off with u light heart und a back which
was not tired out and a temper which

was not frazzled to tatters. But when
It came to removing the wounded tire
from the first designs of these de
mountable rims the same old trouble
was encountered, It wus no child's
piny; ubout the only difference was
that the job wus done ut home when
one hud plenty of time and tools to use
in doing It. It wus still no fun to take
the old tire off this rim und put a new
one on In Its place, or to put It back
after it hud been repaired. This is
where the tool shown In the accompanying picture cume In to help things
By nieuns of It, this
considerably.
clincher type of demountable rim can
be easily unil quickly contracted ut its
joint so the tire cun be slipped off very
readily; It also holds the rim contract
ed while putting a good tire buck on.
Farming Business.

Ayr-shir-

bred stock. This belief Is not so strong1
as it used to be, however, for breeders
are coming more and more to consider
the actual value of an animal.
Inferior animals were formerly sold
for much more than their real worth
because they were Imported. Such a
condition still exists to a limited extent, but at present animals are not
bought because of the place of their
birth but because of their breeding and
Individual merit.
Don't Depend on Importation.
As long as the demand for Imported
animals was greater than the supply
many fraudulent pedigrees were used
for anlmnls brought Into this country.
This trouble with Importations was
greatest previous to 1910. Inspection
of pedigrees of Imported animals in
some breeds, begun about this time,
has reduced this evil greatly.
"If the practice of using Imported
animals Is followed too closely stockmen become too dependent on foreign
breeders for their breeding stock,"
said Professor Wentworth. "One result In this country has been to scatter
the individuals of a breed so that in
horses, particularly, few constructive
breeding establishments have been
formed. The best animals are often
taken to districts where no purebred
anlmnls are available to mate to them.
This is a disadvantage from the standpoint of constructive breeding but not
from that of the average. Seed stock
should not come from average animals,
however, but from the best herds.
studs and flocks."

,
he placed near the left
and
If the breeding season Is prolonged,
the
mark
be
placed midway beMost of Objections to This Type of VeOF GROWING COLTS tween the may
Another schema
hicle Are Overcome by Detroit
Is to change the color of paint every
Man's Invention.
16 dnys. If the flock number of each
Little Care Will Prevent Develop- ewe Is branded on her sides In
large
As a result of prolonged experiments
ment of Crooked Ankles and
figures. It Is comparatively easy to
Inventor
has
a Detroit
developed
book the freshly marked ewes from
steam power automobile which seems
Unbalanced Action.
day to day and thus keep a fairly acto obviate most of the objections usucurate record of the date of breeding.
ally presented by vehicles of Its type, (By W. L. BUZZARD. Department of
Animal jiustmnury, uKianoma a. ana
snys Popular Mechanics Magazine. It
M. College. Stillwater.)
embodies many of the best features
It Is well to see that the colt's feet BABY BEEF PRODUCT
of both gas and steum curs. By nre level and the toes comparatively
turning a switch and opening the throt short. A little attention will prevent
HAS FINE PROSPECT
tle the car Is started ulmost Instnntly. the
development of crooked ankles and
There nre no gears, levers or clutch to unbalanced action later on. The bony
operate, while unlimited flexibility Is structure Is pliable then, so thut much Even Wisconsin's
d
From a snail's puce to
ufforded.
be done to remedy fuulty action,
can
Land
Good
Offers
Opporspeed of 80 miles an hour the car Is which will be impossible after the
snid to run practically without engine bones huve hardened and stopped
for the Producer.
tunity
vibration. There Is no noise nnd noth
growing.
ing to watch but the road. So far as
It Is absolutely necessary and very "With the present unlimited deuppearance Is concerned, the machine
to properly care for the feet mand for meat products, the raising
profitable
would ordinarily be mistaken for a of
growing colts. If left to nature, of baby beef, even upon Wisconsin's
miles
without
car.
Fourteen
gasoline
not always grow out full high priced land, offers n.ocrtunity
The the foot does
replenishing the water supply.
and of the proper shape. for profitable and congenial employ
fuel Is vuporlzed, mixed with air In a and strong
When the feet are left go, they do not ment," snys John L. Tormey,
carburetor, heated and burned In a wear
properly, the result Is that the tary of the Wisconsin Shorthorn Brevicombustion cham
specially-designebecome uneven and very ers' association.
ber. A smull electric blower supplies feet split, entire
According to Mr. Tormey, Wiscon
often the
leg may be altered In
the necessary volume of air while the
form. This Is one of the reasons for sin, on account of Its nearness to marIs
accomplished electrically. so
Ignition
horses upon the ket, Its good climate, Its abundance of
ninny
The latter Is the striking feature of the
streets of any city. The blacksmith forage grain, and good wnter, offers
of
the
driver
It
relieves
for
system,
the blame, but most of the excellent opportunities of the baby
the necessity of giving attention or may get
trouble
began upon the farm. beef producer.
really
boiler.
of
the
to
the matter
lubor
firing
"When raising baby beef, It is nec
In the proper way, the
To
feet
grow
sevfor
Inactive
In case the car stands
looked after at essary," declares Mr. Tormey, "to have
be
should
colt's
feet
a
and
a
half
minute
eral days about
cattle of good beef type, and the pureonce a month.
is required In starting It. If, however. least
bred sire route Is the only one which
or
It has merely been Idle overnight
snfely can be taken. By feeding the
during a corresponding period, It start KEEPING TRACK OF
youngsters well from calfhood, they
at once.
will be ready to market at a year and
ALL BREEDING EWES a half, and will carry more meat with
Boiling Radiators.
less care and feed, than raw western
The number of furiously steaming
feeders would require to produce the
radiators to be noticed, even on the Practice of Utmost Importance same returns."
coldest dnys, calls attention to the fact
'ji Handling Purebred Stock
that the average driver of a motor veFEEDING LAMBS TO
hicle hns very vague Ideas about oper.
Painting Is Favored.
ating his engine nnd this Is only one
SECURE BEST GAINS
point in which he Is lacking. The pre- (By W. C. COFFEY, Illinois Experiment
vailing error seems to be in running
Station.
with full throttle and returded spark,
Replying to a Southern correspond
a sure method of overheating tne en- ent, the only dependable wny to de- Result of Experiment Conducted
soon
one
would
result
which
gine, and
termine when a ewe is in heat is to
at South Dakota Station Ain disaster If the cooling apparatus turn the ram with the flock. In hanlfalfa Hay Best.
It
efficient.
Even
as
was not extremely
dling a purebred flock, It Is not necesIs, such practice does the engine no
of
the
record
exact
nn
to
keep
sary
JAMES W. WILSON, South
good. When speed is to be reduced dates of breeding.
In fact, many (By PROP.
jjaKota Experiment station. )
the first operation Is to check the lambs are registered as being born In
The best gains ever secured at the
throttle until there are signs of knock- the spring of a certain year. Some- South Dakota
experiment station In
ing, when the spark may be gradually times the month Is stated, but com- feeding lambs was In nn
experiment
retarded; and when Increasing speed paratively few breeders go to the trou- to determine the comparative value of
the operation Is reversed, the spark be- ble of p;
exact
date.
the
alfalfa and prairie hay with the same
ing first advanced, followed by opening
aside from the require- kind of a train ration. The grain raFor r
the throttle. Many a lowly motorcyments fi.i .vRisterlng In the various tion consisted of a mixture of 100
motor, could flock
clist, with his
associations. It Is well for the pounds of oats, 100 pounds of shelled
to
automobllist
the
points
superior
give
owner to have a memorandum of about corn and 25 pounds of ollmeal.
on efficient and economical driving.
Each lot was started on one pound
the time the ewes ore due to Iamb.
Such a memorandum is a great help per head of the mixture dally, and InIncrease.
Car
Big
to the shepherd In saving the lamb creased until they were receiving two
Figures from the office of the sec crop. It can be obtained by smearing and
pounds per head of
show
of
state
the
strides
big
retary
of the ram grain daily, and what bay they would
between the fore-leg-s
paint
has
taken
automobile
the
Industry
every day through the breeding sea- eat
during the past year In New Tork son. This paint should be of a kind
The average dally gain per head for
state.
not Injurious to the wool. Ewes come the lot that received the alfalfa hay
There are 302,429 owners, as against In heat about every 16 days. During was .51 of a pound, while with the lot
224,119 In 1915 : 2,403 dealers, as the first 16
days the ram may be paint- that received the prairie hay, the avagainst 2,179 In 1915; 9S,557 chauf- ed close to the right fore-leEwes erage daily gain per head was .38 of
feurs, as against 71,142 in 1915, and served during this period will be
pound. These lambs were as near
receipts to the state of $2,502,496.50, marked on the right side of the rump. the same In age and weight as was
as against $1,851,968 in 1915.
For the next 16 days the paint may possible to get them.
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Then Look Out)
Gasoline vapor Is very heavy and
sinks to the ground, so it Is not dangerous to smoke or even strike a match
in the car. The real danger comes from
some careless person throwing a lighted match under the car. If the carburetor has Just been primed or there
Is
leak In the tank or fuel line, then
the trouble begins.
American Trucks
Since the beginning of
32,000 trucks have been
thla country to countries

Abroad.

the war about
shipped from
of Europe.

Don't Shout at Cows.
Work of Testing Association.
17 cows through a
Let the other fellow do the shoutassociation, a Nebraska farmer ing at his cows, and see to it that h
sold seven and received more profit shouts somewhere else than In your
from the ten remaining animals than barn at mllklng-timhe had received formerly from the
Good Old Barrel Churn.
whole herd.
It will be some time before anybody
makes a churn that will beat the good
Stock In Good Health.
It Is a lot better and cheaper to feed old barrel churn.
and care for stock so that they will be
in good health, than to pay a doctor to
Stick Together.
Stand by the cows and they win
get them back to the standard after
stand by you.
they once get down.

After testing

cow-testi-
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Riddle, entineL About fifty masons
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Santa Fe Iron and Metal Yard Co.,
347 North Water Street

Gscsibanos por mas Informacion.

WEATHER BUREAU OFFICE,
Santa Fe, N. Mexico, Jan.

--

12, 1917.

CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.

(Extract from the Monthly Climatological .Report)
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